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Ang ating mga kamay ay sumasagisag sa ating
paggawa, dahil sa mga gawang paglilingkod sa
kapwa at lipunan na hindi naghahangad ng
anumang kapalit ay nagpapakita ng wagas na
pagmamahal. Sa mga kamay na ito, agad niyang
sasaluhin ang kapwa tao na malapit nang
mahulog sa landas ng pagkabigo, pagsuko sa
kanilang hangganan at kahirapan. Kaya't ang
mga kamay ring ito, kusang loob niyang
hahawakan at sasaluhin upang maitaas at
mailagay sila sa daan tungo sa pagbabago.
Makakamit ang tunay na pagbabago sa
pamamagitan ng pag-asa at pagmamahal.
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olunteerism is deeply embedded in our
culture as Filipinos. As a country vulnerable to
disasters, we have seen how selfless acts of
cooperation and charity give hope in the midst
of adversities. Nonetheless, even the simple
gesture of helping an elderly cross the street or
the feeding of a homeless child reflects our
ability for compassion or malasakit towards
our fellow Filipinos.
For us in the government, malasakit entails the
mindfulness of providing efficient delivery of
services to the public. The same is also
emphasized in the Philippine Development Plan
2017-2022 as one of the pillars towards
achieving our collective vision of a Matatag,
Maginhawa, at Panatag na Buhay.

For the past 17 years, PNVSCA has been
recognizing individuals and organizations for
their performance and dedication through the
Search for Outstanding Volunteers.
This publication includes stories of some of the
national awardees, highlighting their activities
that contribute to national development. I am
confident that these stories will bring us
towards the pursuit of more activities that will
promote the value of volunteerism as we aim
for a Matatag, Maginhawa, at Panatag na
Buhay para sa lahat.

The Philippine National Volunteer Service
Coordinating Agency (PNVSCA) contributes to
this vision by connecting individuals and
organizations to respond to the needs of the
underprivileged. By bridging people from the
government and the private sectors, as well as
its international partners, volunteers can devote
time, resources, and skills to enrich others.

ERNESTO M. PERNIA
Socioeconomic Planning Secretary

PHILIPPINE NATIONAL VOLUNTEER SERVICE
COORDINATING AGENCY

Not all heroes wear capes. Neither do they
have supernatural abilities nor striking names.
Most of the time, they come with their bare
hands and helpful hearts. They are simply called
"volunteers." Their myriad stories are proof that
the "bayahihan" spirit is still alive.

This year, selected national awardees in the
Search for Outstanding Volunteers (SOV) and
their projects and activities are featured. We hope
that in doing so, we could keep the flame of
volunteerism alive so that others will continue to
bask in its warm, life-sustaining glow.

Volunteerism is deeply rooted in Filipino culture.
Our history is rich in inspiring stories of how the
spirit of volunteerism made Filipinos survive
tragedies and build communities.

Let us take you to rewarding journeys filled with
service (malasakit), positive change (pagbabago),
and progress (patuloy na pag-unlad). The stories
will show why it is better to give than to receive;
why helping our neighbor brings untold joys; and
why no amount of money can equal the value of
volunteerism.

Decades have passed, but true-to-life accounts
of volunteerism will never go out of style. It is a
language everyone understands because it
comes from the heart. No barrier-be it cultural,
linguistic, or generational-could keep anyone
from understanding the truest essence of
helping others.

May the following pages be our humble tribute
to these wonderful men and women who are our
country's partners in nation-building.

That is why the Philippine National Volunteer
Service Coordinating Agency (PNVSCA)
continues its advocacy of tapping the hero within.
As part of its Volunteerism for Development
Communication and Advocacy Program
(V4DCAP) 2017-2022, PNVSCA is producing
another publication to showcase the role and
contributions of volunteerism in development.
This series of productions revolve around
national and global development themes,
especially those that support the Philippine
Development Plan (PDP) 2017-2022,
AmBisyon Natin 2040, and the Sustainable
Development Goals.

JOSELITO C. DE VERA
Executive Director
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was on my fourth year of residency in Internal
Medicine at St. Louis University (SLU) Hospital of
the Sacred Heart when I got invited to join the
second major medical and surgical mission of
SLU-Vicariate of the Mt. Provinces Medical
Outreach Missions Foundation, Inc. (SLU-VMP
MOMFI) in Tabuk, Kalinga on May 6 to 12, 1986.
SLU-VMP MOMFI is a nonstock and nonprofit
charity foundation that reaches out to the
marginalized in far-flung areas of the Cordillera
Administrative Region (CAR).
Some of the physicians who were willing to join
the mission changed their minds after the New
People's Army (NPA) and Armed Forces of the
Philippines (AFP) had an encounter in the area
only a week before the event. My family and
friends were worried for my safety, and
discouraged me from joining the group.
In spite of all these, I dared to join MOMFI's first
surgical mission in Kalinga.
Army troops who secured the area did not disturb
the beauty and peace of this paradise on earth.
A total of 894 patients came for free medical
consultation and medicines. We performed 45
minor and major surgical operations. Our group
also treated common diseases like hypertension,
respiratory infection, goiter, musculoskeletal
problem, and malnutrition in children.
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The five-day medical-surgical mission was a
success.
I was again invited to MOMFI's succeeding
medical missions in other provinces of Cordillera.
My calling as a volunteer started in 1987, after I
chose to join medical missions instead of pursuing
Pulmonology in a training center in Manila.
It broke my heart to see malnourished children,
and hear stories of poor people who only eat
once a day, who have yet to see a single doctor
in their lifetime, talks of inadequate medicine in
rural health units (RHU), and people who have
been overlooked by the government.
I felt so small in the midst of all that poverty.
I vowed to become a volunteer. So I continued
to join SLU-VMP MOMFI's many other
volunteer physicians in medical missions.
Besides us, there were lay volunteers and
volunteer medical students who are
professional nurses, medical technologists,
pharmacists, psychologists, and biologists
aspiring to become professional physicians.
Exposing these medical student volunteers to
the harsh realities of life in the far-flung areas
has changed or may change their hearts about
their future career. In fact, many of our alumni
volunteer members became municipal health
officers in remote areas of Cordillera and nearby
regions. Others joined the Department of Health
(DOH)'s Doctors to the Barrio Program.
I was asked to be the mission supervisor from
summer of 1989 onward, became an OIC
Executive Director from 1998 to 2000, and in
2000, became the Executive Director up to the
present. For 32 years now, MOMFI has served a
total of 392,416 patients, giving free medical
consultation, medicines, surgical operations,
dental services, primary health care education,
and sometimes relief operations and primary
health care teachings to the community. MOMFI
has reached not only in the far-flung areas of the
Cordilleras, but also in the neighboring provinces
as far as Zambales, Antipolo, Camarines Sur,
Tacloban, and Maguindanao.
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Through the years, I helped in developing and
creating more sections to improve services of
MOMFI to the people. I also assisted in
improving the Volunteers Development
Program (VDP) by our "Continuing Medical
and Missionary Education (CMME)"
consultation training for senior medical
students, bonding activities, recollections,
preceptorship, and continuous sharing of
knowledge and skills of senior volunteers to
the new and younger volunteers during or
even after medical missions.
For the past two years, MOMFI developed a new
program titled Evangelized Medical Mission,
which meets everyone's spiritual needs through
Catechism, giving of rosaries and Bibles and
others. The group also holds medical missions.

WE ARE FAMILY
MOMFI is more than just an organization. It is a
family caring for each other. One of MOMFI's
best practices is its continuous service to the
people, starting as early as 7:30 a.m. with no
noon break (MOMFI volunteers take turns having
lunch), until evening as long as there are
patients waiting to be treated. There was even a
time when we worked until12:00 midnight.
Not everything is a bed of roses, however.
MOMFI also had its share of threats and
challenges. We were on our way to another
Tabuk, Kalinga medical mission around 4:30
am of 17 April1989 when my 10 companions
and I fell into a deep ravine along the zigzag
area of Digdig, Caranglan, Nueva Ecija. One
volunteer died on the spot and most of us
were severely injured.
I had another mission where I needed to hike
several mountains for 12 hours from 6:00 a.m.
to 6:00p.m.
These medical missions took me from Poblacion to
Tacadang, Kibungan, Benguet last 1991 and from
Central Kayapa, Nueva Vizcaya to Tinongdan,
ltogon, Benguet from March 24 to 27, 1994.

LIVING THE PASSION 25 VOLUNTEER STORIES
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They pushed my stamina to the limit and fueled
my desire to serve.
Fr. Jessie M. Hechanova, Congregatio lmmaculati
Cordis Mariee (CICM), former President of
St. Louis University, in his book titled: "A Mission
to Transform" said, "The spirit of volunteerism is
in fact the lifeblood of MOMFI. By this we mean
the willingness to offer one's self particularly
one's resources, talents, skills, time, and energy
without counting the cost and without expecting
anything in return. For indeed, volunteerism is all
about selfless giving, and I mean giving to those
who cannot pay back! Volunteerism is in fact
about gift, because you wanted to "gift" others
especially the sick with your valuable presence.
It is this generous spirit of volunteerism that
gives MOMFI and its members the very purpose
of its existence as a respectable medical
foundation it is today. Moreover, the spirit of
volunteerism reveals our capacity for responsible
freedom. That is, we use our God-given talents
and skills for the good of our communities and
the society as a whole. "
Because of the experiences and stories of our
different outreach missions, many medical
students are joining our organization each year,
and many lay people are giving their donations,
thus making us one big, happy family. Even our
alumni who are now our consultants are eager to
join our missions.
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LASTING LEGACY
I have learned that you do not have to be rich or
have much to share to be a volunteer. Just being
there and showing genuine concern for others
are enough to put a smile on their faces.
Spending your time with the less fortunate, no
matter how briefly, means the world to them.
They feel blessed and thankful that God sent a
doctor to heal them.
We doctors may have not totally cured them .
But the show of concern is enough to make their
day. We may not get any financial returns, but
our reward in making a difference in many
people's lives, is priceless.
Volunteerism is a fulfilling endeavor. The joy of
sharing talent, time, and resources to the
marginalized, experiencing their culture, and
hearing their sincerest thank-yous move me to
serve more.

LIVING THE PASSION: 25 VOLUNTEER STORIES

Last 2016, I was recognized as one of the
National Outstanding Volunteer Awardees
(NOVA) in the individual-adult category by the
Philippine National Volunteer Service
Coordinating Agency (PNVSCA).
My family, MOMFI volunteers, and I were so
happy because our efforts were recognized by
a national body at last. It was a big boost not
only for me, but for all the other volunteers.
Our accomplishments, awards, and recognition
drew more sponsors and donors to sustain us
in our endeavor.
I may have retired from the SLU School of
Medicine as faculty last August 1. But I vow to
continue as a volunteer physician for SLU-VMP
MOM Fl. I will forever follow our motto, "In God's
care, we share."
After all, it is in sharing that we fulfill our mission
of making the world a better place to live in.
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Cristina Segnaken-Aban was born in a remote
village in Bakun, Benguet. At four, she and her
six siblings became fatherless.
Despite her family's financial difficulties, Cristina
worked hard to get an education as a government
scholar. Aban, the youngest in the family, got her
persistence and perseverance from her mom, a
"manghihilot" (natural healer) who worked day
and night to help people who came to their
house to feel better.
Aban was her mom's assistant in making sure
everyone who wanted to get well were properly
attended. Aban's mother did not ask for a single
centavo for her efforts, which sometimes took her
to far-flung areas she went to on foot. In fact, she
even spent her own money to feed the needy
who sought her help, even at night when unlit
roads made it hard to travel by foot.
Aban also had good role models in her siblings,
who did volunteer work for the church and the
community.
Life was not easy. But the family got by. So Aban
vowed to pay it forward by helping poor children
go to school.
As beneficiary of the government's National
Integration Scholarship Grant Program (NISGP),
Aban realized how blessed she was in getting an
education that would give her a brighter future.
So she started a scholarship program as a way
of paying it forward to the many people who
contributed to her education. In 1997 or nine
years after graduation, she established IYAMAN
Inc. to help change poor villagers' lives.
IYAMAN Inc. is a nonprofit, nonstock Securities
and Exchange Commission (SEC)-registered
organization that aims to help deserving
scholars get an education. Through its different
programs, the organization aims to serve needy
communities by developing community workers
among farmers and the youth.
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IYAMAN is a combination of Filipino and
Japanese words. "/"is a Filipino Kankanaey tribal
group's word for 'from,' while "yama" means
mountain in Japanese. "Yaman" in Filipino refers
to wealth, while "iyaman" is an llocano word that
means grateful.
The organization has produced 55 graduates
and now has 5 scholars. Nineteen graduating
students whose families were victims of typhoon
Pepeng enjoyed free board and lodging so that
they could graduate the year the calamity
struck, destroyed their homes, and robbed their
loved ones of livelihood.
IYAMAN also held environmental education
activities in more than 25 elementary schools in
Benguet and La Union, conducted medical
missions and alternative medicine training for
over 3,000 people, trained more than 10
barangay health workers, and provided health
apparatus in two barangays.
It organized the Sinacbat Farmers Association in
Benguet and made it possible for the association
to export PHP771,840 worth of ginger products.
Aban also marshaled resources to build the
IYAMAN office that doubles as a halfway house
for sick rural people seeking treatment in Baguio
City. The office also served as a relief operation
center in times of calamity.
To sustain the programs, Aban conducts monthly
formation training among students and graduates.
Recognizing that humans are the greatest
resource, Aban encourages students, college
graduates, and representatives from partner
communities to join strategic planning sessions.
This sustains their enthusiasm in the projects.
As a result, some graduates lend financial help
while others volunteer in the office or in
community activities. Community workers offer
to organize and give technical assistance to
people's organizations.
To sustain its core value of volunteerism,
IYAMAN Inc. taps its graduates as members of
the board and the workforce. The program
sustains local and international projects
through cultural exchange or exposure
programs with farmers, scholars, staff, board
members, and students.
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IYAMAN attracts more volunteers to support
its programs through a mix of good
relationships, accountability, and personal and
organizational integrity.
Meanwhile, NAMNAMA (which means hope in
llocano), another scholarship program Aban put
up, produced almost a hundred graduates so far.
They have education to thank for enjoying a
better life, not just for themselves, but for their
families. Many of the graduates are gainfully
employed, locally and abroad.
Some prefer to work in their own communities
so they can also pay it forward. Some have
become leaders themselves and now work as
school principals, barangay secretaries, teachers,
nongovernmental organization (NGO) workers,
police officers, organic farming practitioners,
and municipal and provincial employees.
Others are working abroad.
Aside from supporting their families, these
graduates have volunteered to help send other
students to school through the NAMNAMA
Family Scholarship Program, which was
established in 2003. Under Aban's guidance, the
program has produced more than 15 graduates.
It now has more than scholars, around 45% of
whom have paid it forward by doing volunteer
work for IYAMAN for at least a year.
Scholarship programs are just part of Aban's
advocacies as a volunteer. She has also launched
health and alternative agriculture programs
which empower communities to produce their
own tea, herbal medicines, and chemical-free
products. Farmers learn new technologies that
help rehabilitate their farms and produce
quality products.
One of them is processed ginger tea and different
fruits and vegetables that use the Mokusako
technology, which combats use of fertilizers and
chemicals. The Mokusako technology came from
IYAMAN's Japanese partners.
Funding is just as important for people-oriented
projects to take off. Aban coordinated with
government and nongovernment agencies to raise
funds for water supply and livelihood programs.
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Hers is an inclusive program that empowers
women and out-of-school youths to become
change agents in the community.
As if that is not enough, Aban has taken it upon
herself to promote and preserve culture in the
Cordilleras. As founding president of
Lubong-Baguio, Inc., she produces wholesome
movies and theater productions that showcase
values the Cordillera people uphold. She took a
six-month leave from teaching to volunteer
full-time as co-scriptwriter and producer of the
film "Abong" (small home) in 2002.
No less than Department of Education (DepEd)
Baguio and its Benguet Division endorsed
''Abong," the country's first lgorot feature movie.
It was shown in Manila and Baguio theaters, two
film festivals in Manila and 13 international film
fests in 2003. A total of 34,677 schoolchildren
from Cordillera also saw the film at that time.
Aban knows the power of media to influence
people. So she goes on board in a local radio
station to get more volunteers for her
programs. She believes her volunteering
activities foster enthusiasm, and support
national development goals.

Thanks to her programs, Aban has been invited
to travel to various places in and out of the
country for free. She has conducted free
seminars that have helped others and pushed
environmental causes. She met a lot of people
who have offered to help her.
When she received her National Outstanding
Volunteer Award in 2011, Sharon Cuneta featured
her in her TVS show Kasama Mo, Kapatid, which
convinced others to follow and support her
cause. Sharon also became one of the major
supporters of Aban's scholarship program.
By changing the attitude of people, government
projects can succeed. The formation of culturally
sensitive organizations direct people to be more
inclusive and think collectively. Empowered
people will not only receive information. They
will cooperate and collaborate better with the
government and private entities and work
toward a common goal.
She believes that when workers are driven by
the spirit of volunteerism and not by the salaries
they receive, they can do something for the
good of all. She believes power comes from
within and is a gift that should be shared.
Aban stopped teaching Theology in St. Louis
University (SLU) for one semester to devote all
of her time to IYAMAN. She can always go back
to teaching. But for now, it is volunteer work that
keeps her happily busy. She loves enriching her
fellowmen's lives while making her own more
meaningful.
Aban continues to prove that one need not be
famous, rich, and privileged to do volunteer
work. If a poor village girl who was orphaned at
four, finished school as a government scholar,
and was widowed after less than three years of
marriage can do it, so, too, can many others.
Aban's journey continues. And the best part is,
she is taking many along with her.
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OUT OF THE STREETS,
INTO THE CLASSROOM
As head of the University of La Salette's
volunteer program, I helped develop the
Balik-Paaralan Program which kept many poor
children out of the streets and made them stay
inside the classroom.

I

have always been a volunteer. I find joy in
volunteering and in urging others to help
improve lives and reach out to others especially
those in dire need of help.
I dream of the day when I will not see beggars
on the streets and persons with disabilities
(PWDs) asking for alms in churches. I dream of
seeing them living a dignified life, with a source
of livelihood or employment they can be proud
of until their retirement.
In my own little way, I want to help make the
world a better place to live in, improve the lives
of others, including those who engage in illegal
activities because of poverty. I realized that
many of these people are lured into the lucrative
trading of illegal drugs because they get so little
in exchange for their labor.
This is why I began my work as a volunteer way
back 1974, when I was still in school. I was a
student volunteer at La Salette Pananagutan
Center (LSPC) in Santiago City, lsabela. Our many
outreach programs helped poor children stay
in school.
Since then, volunteering has become a way of
life for me. I see it as an extension of the
"Bayanihan" spirit of doing things together we
Filipinos are known for.
I feel fulfilled whenever I do something for the
least of my brethren. It is proof of my love for
God, of my wish to find Him in the humblest
person I meet.

As a teacher of Values Education and Theology,
I convinced my students and co-teachers to
come up with their respective volunteer
programs. It is heartening to know that the
student volunteer program attracts a whopping
1,500 members a year.
The Faculty Volunteers group, on the other
hand, counts teachers from the university's
various colleges as members. They accompany,
guide, and motivate student volunteers to
work in school and community- based
programs in coordination with the La Salette
Pananagutan Center.
I am just as proud to report that I mobilized
hundreds of youth volunteers who joined Blitz
Krieg Building Houses for Habitat for Humanity
last 2000. As a Habitat for Humanity volunteer,
I have contributed my little energy and
convincing power to help build 1,000 houses for
the less fortunate.
These houses now shelter the homeless who live
in dignity in a place where they can enjoy more
privacy. They no longer populate dangerous areas
under bridges, outside churches, on the streets,
and other public places, where they are exposed
to lawless elements and all kinds of illnesses.
We organized mothers' classes that educated
mothers in depressed communities about
responsible parenthood. These classes
enlightened mothers whose children have
dropped out of school due to poverty, on the
need to send their kids back to the classroom
immediately.
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Just this morning, I met a boy roaming the
streets of Calaocan, where our volunteer group's
pilot barangay is found. He related a sad story
common among children like him. His father only
finished third grade, while his mother had to quit
school after Grade 4.
Today, I am happy to report that things have
changed for the better for this boy. He is now a
fourth grader and looking forward to completing
his college education.

Another important consideration are the local
leaders you approach. They are the people's
saving grace during trying moments because
they are in the best position to help. You need to
team up with barangay captains, elected council
leaders, and others with power and influence
who have the people's confidence and trust.
This way, you tap all resources to get all the help
you can give.

THAT MIDAS TOUCH
KEEPING THE SPIRIT ALIVE
Sustaining volunteer activities is such a great
challenge, especially when the support you
usually enjoy suddenly disappears along with
some of your fellow volunteers.
But the people-especially those from the
grassroots-whose lives you touched as a
volunteer will not fail you. They will help sustain
your programs.
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Volunteerism imbues you with that Midas touch
that turns ordinary things into gold. Your little
touch turns helpless children into confident
adolescents, then successful professionals.
You change lives and make a difference.
I have seen how this Midas touch transforms lives
with my own two eyes. I thank God that in my
lifetime, I have seen how the likes of Ruth
Valencia, Judelyn delos Santos, Maritess Allotang,
Wilma Cabigas, and many others have evolved
from hapless children to successful professionals.
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Ruth is now one of the most well-loved public
school teachers in Barangay Rosario, Santiago City.
Judelyn has a Bachelor of Science in Business
Administration degree, but preferred to stay in
Barangay Malannit, Jones, lsabela to initially serve
at the daycare center where she received a meager
salary. Maritess, a graduate of Bachelor of Library
and Information Science, is a librarian at the Infant
Jesus de Providencia Learning and Development
Center, Inc., Jones, lsabela. Wilma is now a
successful public school teacher.
Partner communities have become more active as
the number of people who want to follow in the
footsteps of volunteers, grows. It humbles me to
know that Eileen Baptista Dupra and Mary Jane
Castro-also successful volunteers-both have
said that they will not be where they are now if I
did not guide them along the way.
Volunteering on a community, regional and
nationwide level helps nation building in more
ways than one. As a long-time volunteer of Radio
Maria, Philippines, our program, "Edukasyon"
(Sundays, 3:30-4:30 p.m. on 102.1 FM, lsabela;
also available on the internet via livestreaming)
imparts knowledge to our listeners.
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We discuss environment principles as we apply
them to our respective communities and
schools. We share our faith in God, as we
conduct all sorts of programs and projects to
uplift the community.
It feels great to show how much you love others
by volunteering time, talent, and treasure to help
them become the persons God wants them to be.
And loving others means loving their Creator who
commanded us to treat others with kindness and
compassion. It is honoring the Divine Power who
makes the impossible the possible; the heaviest
of burdens, a lot easier to bear.
For me, nothing else can be more fulfilling.

Dr. Janet Ciencia Colobong was recognized by
the PNVSCA as one of the Best Volunteer
Practice Awardee for Education in 2007.
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Claire G. Henderson put up the Helping Hands,
Healing Hearts Ministries Philippines Inc. (HHM)
in July 2001 after witnessing a horrifying incident
involving a poor, helpless child. She stood there,
terrified, as the boy died of rabies and his
parents wept uncontrollably. The parents were
too poor to buy medication for their son.
The scene broke her heart. So she decided to
extend her si x-month mission to the Philippines
and start her Herculean task. She knew how
badly marginalized children confined at James L.
Gordon Memorial Hospital (JLGMH) in Olongapo
City needed medication. So she asked friends to
help her launch HHM, whose prima ry objective is
to help poor children get medical help.
HHM aims to promote and protect children's
right to life and shield them from illness, abuse,
and poverty. It establishes a system whereby
children can access appropriate health care,
medications, counsel and temporary shelter.
Thanks to HHM and its volunteers, thousands of
families and children have coped and triumphed
over illness. Some of the beneficiaries are now
living full, productive lives and cheering up
families that would have otherwise remained
joyless and unexciting.
HHM has about 50 to 100 volunteers composed
of lay religious members, people from
nongovernmental organizations (NGO) and
public safety officers in community outreach
projects from Olongapo City barangays and
other local government units (LGUs).

It also has barangay health workers, staff
members of Olongapo City's Urban Basic
Services Program and other government
workers involved in nutrition and population
management projects. Volunteers not only gain
insights about the needs and struggles of
marginalized children and families. They also
encourage beneficiaries to help other children
and their families who are in the same boat as
them. This way, communities that benefit from
HHM's outreach programs gain new skills in
helping the needy in various barangays.
HHM volunteers provide hospitalized children
practical, emotional, spiritual, and financial
assistance until they can return to their
respective families or, in the absence of such, be
brought to the Department of Social Welfare
(DSWD) for further assistance. HHM has
enforced a system that helps them assist
indigents who wish to avail of services at the
JLGMH, where children recovery units (CRUs)
are located.
Indigent children can go to the CRU in Olongapo
City, or to a similar facility in Baguio.
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In 2013, HHM adopted an orphanage that it now
calls the Children's Home. This refuge for
children houses up to 27 residents aged 0 to 18
who were rescued from crisis situations such as
abuse, abandonment, neglect, among others.
Most, if not all, need long- term residential care.
These homes give children a strong Christian
foundation and send them to a local Christian
school. Volunteers make sure the children know
how to pray, and learn to love God along the way.

HHM housed 243 children in CRUs and helped
them avail of medical operations like heart
surgery, colostomy, hernia surgery, craniotomy,
and others.
HHM believes children need a loving home so
that they can grow up to become productive,
law-abiding citizens someday. So it teamed up
with DSWD and Inter-Country Adoption Board
(ICAB) to find local or foreign families who will
become the children's "forever family."

An onsite day care center takes care of smaller
children, and those from the CRU who are not
yet ready to go back to mainstream schooling.
Health is also a top priority at HHM. Since 2001,
it assisted about 20,000 patients- both children
and adults of JLGMH-by providing for their
medical needs, counseling, and giving them
temporary residential care. Children benefitted
from nutrition programs. Volunteers visited
homes, gave health education to mothers, and
extended financial and livelihood assistance.
Others were referred to appropriate NGOs for
further action.
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Since 2013, HHM's Children's Home has helped
20 families adopt children, and is currently
processing more applications. Last year, the
CRUs have also expanded its services to include
processing applications for adoption.
On top of this, HHM holds medical missions,
feeding programs and disaster relief operations
in Olongapo City and Botolan in Zambales,
Cebu City, Bislig City, and some parts of
Mindanao. The program has helped over 2,000
children so far.
A lot remains to be done. More children have to
be saved from abuse, neglect, and abandonment.
More of them need to be trained to become
tomorrow's leaders and live in families who
unconditionally love them.
As long as there are little ones crying for help,
HHM will never tire of finding willing hands and
loving hearts. This is its commitment to
tomorrow's leaders, and the hope of the nation it
seeks to serve.
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a fire brigade volunteer, it is an ordinary
scene in the Fire Station. Yet, in the eyes of a
child who is witnessing his father, along with his
father's colleagues, the rush of commotion of
volunteers who responds quickly to an
emergency call, the scene is a heroic act.
And this heroic act dates back its humble
beginning from 1977 in a one-door makeshift
place called a "fire house". The small rented
place at the Capitol Shopping District, the
Chinatown of Bacolod, was the very first station,
of the Bacolod Chamber Fire Volunteers Brigade
or BCFVB.

"Everything happens in just one room", recalled
vividly by Fire Chief Bryant Lao, the present
chief of BCFVB.
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The ringing of the
phone breaks
the silence.
An emergency call
comes-ln.
The operator on-duty
takes down notes on
the details of the call.
Then the red light for
the alert call is
turned-on.
'

Volunteers put up
their gears and slide
down the pole.
Then a sound of
siren permeates
the air.
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The fire house serves as headquarters-cum-family
place where the monitoring for fire incidents,
meetings and trainings of volunteers on-duty
were conducted. It also becomes a living room,
of some sort, from time-to-time, when families of
volunteers converge and have their bonding
moment at the fire house. At that time, it was a
period when the volunteers and their wives would
spend more hours in the fire house to help the
community. The wives of the volunteers would
also sleep at the fire house and often serve as
radio operators if their husbands are already out
in the field to respond to the fire calls.

"Around 40 percent of us, now, are the second
generations of the founders of BCFVB. All of us
become volunteers based on the volunteerism
work that we have witnessed and learned from
our fathers since childhood. The fire house is our
playground," Mr. Lao added.
BCFVB was established in September 21, 1977,
by the Filipino-Chinese Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, Inc. (FCCII) under the leadership of
President Amado Dongon who took the
challenge of establishing the community service
arm of the chamber to augment the manpower
of the local government in fighting fires in
Bacolod City.
The founding of BCFVB was triggered by a huge
fire incident that struck Bacolod in the mid-70s
when massive buildings were burned and a lot of
lives were lost. And for 40 years since its
foundation, the BCFVB have now grown into a
reputed fire volunteer brigade organization of 451
members, and around 150 of which are active and
unwaveringly continues to be volunteers.

"It's addicting to help a person and save lives",
Mr. Lao said, jokingly. "There are a lot of people
who do not understand why we do these things,
to volunteer and help. There are even parents of
our volunteers who will come here in the station
and observe us in order to understand our work.
Once they witness the work of their children and
that they are enjoying as volunteers, they give
their okay signal to make their children continue
as volunteers."
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There are also challenges that a particular
volunteer have to face in the course of his or
her volunteer work. One must know how to
balance his or her time between family and
volunteer work. A volunteer also has to be,
physically, psychologically and emotionally
prepared in facing death when responding to
an emergency call.
"The satisfaction of giving help, despite the
challenges and a few criticisms received from
the people when there is a slight delay of the
response, is quite rewarding," Mr. Lao further
added. ':At the end of the day, what matters
most is that you save a life in volunteerism."
As a tip to people who desire or plan to become
a volunteer, Mr. Lao said that, 'iCI volunteer
should know how to explain to his or her family
the nature of the work. If he or she cannot make
his or her family understand volunteerism then it
will be very difficult." Mr. Lao also emphasized
that the skills of doing volunteer work can be
learned but the right attitude towards volunteer
services, cannot.
With its four-decade track record as volunteer
organization, the BCFVB evolved and expanded
its services to emergency calls that needs
immediate medical attentions. Its monthly
operation expense, in the recent years, runs from
250 to 300 thousand pesos and the bulk of
which goes to gasoline and medical expenses.
And in cooperation with the Bacolod City
government programs, the organization also
provides assistance to the Annual Dental and
Eye Medical Missions of the city.
BCFVB takes pride of being able to respond to
all types of emergencies, 24/7, with its "7-minute
or less response time policy" after receiving an
emergency call. The organization also
collaborates with other volunteer organizations
in responding to emergency calls brought about
by natural calamities, such as Super Typhoon
Yolanda and other inevitable disasters. One of
their memorable volunteer actions was the
immediate assistance provided to Philippine
Airline Airbus A320 that overshoot the airport
runway on approach.
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The organization plays a crucial role in keeping
peace and security in Bacolod, especially during
Maskara Festival and other major events in the
city. Their presence provides a safety assurance
to the people, investors and local government
that emergency assistance will be given to those
who are in need. And by doing so, the BCFVB
and its volunteers in the brigade, are essential
development partners, not only Bacolod or
Negros Occidental in particular, but also Western
Visayas and the entire country, in general.
Through the years, the significant
contributions of BCFVB to Bacolod as a
volunteer received more than a hundred
awards and accolades from both local and
international award-giving bodies. They are
considered as a reliable partner of the city and
provincial local government in the risk
reduction and disaster management efforts
and initiatives in Negros Occidental.
Learning volunteer work is not an easy task but
the first generation volunteers or the fathers
who founded the BCVFB have laid down the
foundation for the current members of the
organization. The brigadeship on volunteerism
that was fostered by the BCFVB founders, is a
legacy, handed-down from one generation to
another. It is a legacy now and it is a legacy for
future volunteers to pass on.
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Former Social Work Department Regional
Director Martiniana D. Mercado's passion for
helping the youth, students, persons with
disabilities, indigenous people, disadvantaged
children, senior citizens, and professional sectors
has left a powerful impact on many people's lives.
Her willingness to serve by sharing her
knowledge, skills, and resources to ease the
burdens of the needy, pushed her to work hard for
others since she started volunteer work in 1956.
Mercado is reliable and committed. When she
takes on a certain cause, she sticks to it until the
goal is achieved; the problem, minimized, at
least. Her enthusiasm is contagious, motivating
individuals and groups to join forces and make a
difference in the lives of Filipinos.
Her determination to help is such that she has
expressed her wish to donate her body to an
institution or university to be used for research
once she passes on.
Her motto, "Service Above Self," is something she
learned from her parents. As a girl, they taught
her to help children of poor families or older
persons with no relatives to attend to them.
This is why up to now, the 80-year-old Good
Samaritan continues to help uplift the lost,
the last, and the least.
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The tireless volunteer solicited, and got the
following donations:
o 1.2-hectare lot from the Cordova Municipal
Government
o a multipurpose building from Ramon
Aboitiz Foundation Inc.
o an administration/social services/mess hall
building from a Norwegian organization
o circumferential fence from friends from the
US, The Netherlands, Taiwan, and SPTS
Technologies in the United Kingdom
o cemented road with funds coming from
BUNGE-International and Shangri-La
o service vehicle, laptops, and personal
computer from SPTS, the US, and
Shangri-La

Mercado established the Albert Schweitzer
Familienwerk Foundation Philippines, Inc.
(ASFFPI) - Children's Haven that shelters 227
disadvantaged children. Eleven of these kids have
found permanent families from the United States,
Canada, and Italy who treat them as their own.

o services from different civic-oriented
groups, individuals and students, locals,
and foreigners
No program can get off the ground without
funds . Mercado's zeal in asking for financial aid
generated funds to support programs and
services that help target beneficiaries.

Eight of these children completed college and
are already working. One of them is already a
licensed electrical engineer, others took BS in
Information Technology major in
Airconditioning and Refrigeration, Electrical
Technology, BS in Secondary Education,
Accounting Management, and Marketing.
Six more will finish school in 2018 and 2019.
Mercado founded Children's Haven in Pilipig,
Cordova, Cebu in 1997. Today, it is the home to
227 kids who get free food, clothing, education,
medication, and hospitalization benefits.
These children are healthy, educated, and
well-mannered. They have become professionals
because their adoptive parents treat them as
their own and give them the best life can offer.
Some of the children even reunited with their
biological parents.
The Children's Haven Village became a reality,
thanks to Mercado's talent for networking and
sourcing funds, and Albert Schweitzer
Verband's support.
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Canada Fund donated PHP2.2 million for the
program on Counseling for Men with Violent
and Abusive Behavior and National Program for
the Reduction of Family Violence, which
operated from 2002-2005. The donation
helped a lot in gathering a pool of trainers and
counselors from the Department of Social
Welfare and Development (DSWD),
Department of Interior and Local Government
(DILG), Parole and Probation Administration
(PPA), and nongovernmental organizations
(NGO) such as FREELAVA, Share a Child
Movement, and Lihok Filipina.

Mercado fanned the flames of volunteerism even
more by partnering with a Taiwanese volunteer
organization; schools and universities in Cebu
City, Mandaue City, Lapu-Lapu City and Cordova;
manufacturing companies; business processing
outsourcing (BPOs), hotels, resorts, and spas in
Cebu and Lapu-Lapu.
Under Mercado's term as president (2010-2012),
the Central Visayas Association of Volunteer
Efforts (an organization of which she also
founded) reached out to 410 retirees and senior
citizens. Members of the organization went to
barangays and trained 120 volunteer caregivers
on monitoring a patient's vital signs.

The program was able to:
o train 60 persons on the Cognitive
Intervention Model of Counseling
o gather 16 groups of regional counselors
o train 600 counselors the Cognitive
Intervention Model
o get 3,000 children who attended
symposia on children's right and abuse
prevention
o make 500 women aware of their

basic rights

Mercado's volunteer program is admirable. But it
can only help more people if volunteers continue
signing up and applying her innovative strategies.
Academicians, student groups, civic
organizations, private firms with corporate social
responsibility activities, local and foreign
partners, religious organizations, government
institutions, and beneficiaries themselves must
join hands to sustain it.
Volunteerism is a two-way street. It blesses not
just the beneficiaries, but also the volunteers
themselves.

o counsel 550 youth offenders
o give advice to 250 jail inmates

The Philippine-Australian Community Assistance
Program (PACAP) donated PHP2.2 million to five
select barangays in Cagayan de Oro City. From
2012-2014, this improved the lives of 3,000
preschool children, 108 children with disabilities,
and 500 malnourished children.
Mercado facilitated the construction of two more
buildings for Children's Haven, got a service
vehicle for kids and was able to work out a
PHP2.2 million donation from the World Wide
Project Consortium. The donation went to the
repair of Children's Haven facilities.

Volunteers gain new skills, like sourcing grants
and transferring them to civil society
organizations (CSOs) and NGOs.
Doing good without expecting something in
return is also addictive. When you volunteer, you
reap the rewards of making new friends, gaining
fresh insights on many things, and feeling good
for making a difference in people's lives.
Mercado herself is a living example of how one
good deed leads to another-and another. No
wonder she continues to set the bar in making
volunteerism, not just a means of passing one's
time, but as a way of life itself.

She was also able to get school supplies and
donations for miscellaneous fees for 52 students
from Cordova National High School.
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It is not easy to be a Davao Oriental Resources
and Monitoring Stations, Inc. (DREAMS) Rescue
166 volunteer. You have to leave the comfort of
your home at the height of a strong typhoon, a
devastating earthquake, a big fire, and other
emergencies-man-made or not.
You have to risk life and limb to pry typhoon
victims out of fallen tree trunks, climb walls to
save people in burning houses and carry
hysterical calamity victims to safety.
But these and other heroic acts are what
DREAMS Rescue 166's more than 100 volunteers
made up of government employees, doctors,
nurses, firefighters, businessmen, housewives,
teachers, college students, and out-of-school
youths have been doing since 1995.
Back then, the group was made up of only eight
volunteer rescuers who used portable
communication equipment to rescue 14 families
and 68 persons in a fire that hit Mati City.
Today, their number has not only grown. You can
rely on the volunteers, not only when disaster
strikes. They are around when things are running
smoothly, and emergencies seem miles away.
DREAMS Rescue 166 believes preparation is the
key to disaster management. So volunteers join
hands with anyone who can help make sure
people are not caught flat-footed when
disasters strike.
They teamed up with the City of Mati Disaster
Risk Reduction and Management Office
(CMDRRMO) and other agencies in Davao to
train 26 barangays on disaster preparedness.
They joined relief operations and conducted
seminars on climate change. They helped pass
environment-friendly ordinances such as those
on proper garbage disposal.
They helped pinpoint key personnel people can
run to in City of Mati when disaster strikes.
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The Volunteers realize they cannot preach what
they do not know. So they get as much
knowledge as they can. They attend climate
change adaptation seminars, first aid, basic life
support, swift water rescue and road accident
rescue trainings, and maritime search and rescue
briefings (care of the Philippine Coast Guard) in
different barangays.
They conduct disaster preparedness trainings,
and teach people who to approach when
emergencies threaten lives.
The CMDRRMO profited a lot from their inputs
on hazard prevention, vulnerability assessment/
reduction, risk assessment/emergency
preparedness/response, recovery and
rehabilitation, among others. These inputs
became part of the city's action plans in
handling emergencies-life threatening or not.
The Volunteers also tapped the power of local
media to inform people about disaster
awareness and the importance of losing no time
in bringing all hands on deck during
emergencies. The brave men and women of
DREAMS Rescue 166 share ideas on disaster
preparedness and mobilize people to help by
tapping CMDRRMO's broadcast facilities. These
information and education programs go a long
way in reducing losses to lives and property.
No people-driven plan-government or
otherwise-is complete without addressing
threats to climate change. After all, climate
change is largely responsible for such disasters
as typhoons, flash floods, landslides, among
others. It is a threat to our survival.
So DREAMS Rescue 166 volunteers visit
barangays to explain the dangers of climate
change to fisher folk and farmers and what they
can do to lessen the impact of environmental
disasters. Volunteers teach people to plant
mangrove and forest trees and dispose garbage
properly. They promote organic agriculture.
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Health is another essential part of community
building. DREAMS Rescue 166 volunteers help
prevent outbreaks of deadly diseases like dengue
and malaria by teaming up with the city health
office in holding medical missions in five
barangays which doctors, nurses, and other health
practitioners would not have been able to reach.
The organization's cleanup drives in two
barangays helped fight dengue.
It helps a lot that some of the volunteers are
doctors and nurses who are experts in saving lives.
Their efforts have been justly rewarded. Former
Defense Secretary Voltaire T. Gazmin recognized
DREAMS Rescue 166 for its heroic efforts in
helping victims of Typhoon Pablo in 2012.
It was named Region Xi's Best Nongovernmental
Organization (NGO) for three consecutive
years-2015 to 2017.
The Philippine National Volunteer Service
Coordinating Agency (PNVSCA) chose DREAMS
Rescue 166 from 81 nominees nationwide as one
of nine awardees in the 2016 Search for
Outstanding Volunteers (SOV).
DREAMS Rescue 166 was honored for its
significant volunteerism activities and sustained
programs on rescue and communication services.
The organization also won awards from the
National Telecommunications Commission, the
National Economic and Development Authority,
the National Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management Council, Department of Health, the
Provincial Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management Office, and the City of Mati.
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Nothing succeeds like success. More able-bodied
young people are inspired to help the
organization. These volunteers, the leaders of
tomorrow will, in turn, inspire others to do good
without expecting anything in return.
So let disasters come and go. DREAMS Rescue
166 will be there to save lives, ease burdens, and
help others pick up the pieces. Volunteers will
never tire of being angels of mercy, literally
come hell or high water.
Today, as climate change brings more natural
disasters that threaten more lives and property,
this commitment to serve becomes as crucial as
ever. It becomes a lifeline more and more people
will cling to in years to come.
Besides, any problem-like global warming-is a
two-edged sword. It spells destruction, but it
also brings out the best in us. It separates the
mediocre from the stand-outs; the heroes from
the mere hangers-on. It gives us a chance to
bring out the good in each of us, and prove that
there is hope amidst destruction and despair.
For 22 years, DREAMS Rescue 166 has proven
that it brings light when there is darkness; hope
when there is despair. It breeds heroes; not
passive spectators. Most of all, it moves the next
generation to follow suit.
It deserves our all-out support and lasting
gratitude.
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Ruel G. Hipulan is not called Hero of the Marsh
for nothing. As volunteer literacy worker and
leader of Save Mindanao Volunteers Inc. in the
Caraga Region, Ruel dealt with not one, but three
tragedies in his desire to help indigenous folk.
This volunteer since his college days started
venturing into the most unreachable
communities of indigenous people in Mindanao
and teaching Manobos in the floating
communities of Agusan Marsh in Agusan del Sur
in 2000.
Hipulan's literacy centers taught basic reading,
writing, and arithmetic, health services,
livelihood, and environmental education to these
indigenous people. The centers became, and
continues to serve as catalysts of development,
empowering indigenous people who would
otherwise remain ignorant and helpless in giving
themselves and their children a better future.
Behind those literacy centers, however, are sad
stories of three lives lost-that of Hipulan's
eldest daughter Louell Rayne, 15; Clef Anaviso, a
trusted volunteer; and Rowena Romano, his
brilliant student at one of the floating literacy
centers in Agusan Marsh.
Louell Rayne helped her parents provide basic
services to the less-fortunate who lived in the
wetlands and hinterlands. That fateful day, she
stayed at home in Butuan City and took care of
her two younger siblings while her parents went
to the Agusan Marsh to prepare for an upcoming
evaluation of one of their literacy centers. And
then, tragedy struck.
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News of Louell Rayne's death devastated her
parents. But it was not enough to make them
quit as volunteers. They left everything in God's
hands and moved on.
Two years after, Clef Anaviso, Hipulan's trusted
volunteer, drowned in action at the Agusan
River. As if that was not enough, a brilliant
second grader named Rowena Romano, a
classmate, and their adult companion were on
their way home one Saturday afternoon to get
provisions for the Mihaba Floating Literacy
Center, when something horrible happened.
A seven-meter long (23 feet) crocodile bumped
their boat and capsized it. The lake was swollen
at that time because it was crocodile mating
season, and the reptiles were moving freely in
the waters to search for a mate.
The crocodile attacked 12-year-old Rowena,
whose headless body gave rescuers one of the
greatest shock of their lives two days after.
The triple tragedies are enough to discourage
anybody from pursuing the program. But not
Hipulan. His Save Mindanao Volunteers Inc.
continued to serve as a beacon of light to
young people left in the dark due to ignorance
and illiteracy.
Poor but deserving students got college
scholarships that brought them to the town
proper where school facilities are better, and
more teachers are available.
This qualified him to become a Hall of Fame
Awardee as a Literacy Worker. The Department
of Education (DepEd), which has been holding
the prestigious National Literacy Award since
1994, named Hipulan its National Literacy
Worker not once, but thrice for three straight
years (2003-2005).
The awards only inspire Hipulan to work even
harder. He came up with more literacy centers in
Mindanao's upland communities. He recruited
young volunteers to join his mission of
teaching indigenous communities in the most
remote places.

Hipulan found himself occupying more and
more positions of responsibility. In 2010, he
was elected national council member of the
National Anti-Poverty Commission (NAPC) on
the Victims of Disasters and Calamities (VDC).
The long-time volunteer tapped government
resources and programs such as Bottom Up
Budgeting (BUB), which determines costs per
segment of the organization before totaling it
up for the department.
He mobilized fellow volunteers to form groups
that implemented programs in the mountains,
by the sea, among the urban poor and the rural
communities. Time and distance did not keep
them from going where they were most needed.
Soon, Hipulan's volunteer work went beyond his
literacy campaign. It brought out the community
development worker in him.
Hipulan tapped the Department of Social Work
and Development (DSWD) and other
government agencies, nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs), and local partners to
establish a sustainable training center for
community development and disaster
preparedness.
He drew inspiration from the People's Disaster
Risk Reduction Management Center
(PEDRREMCEN), a training, response, and
development center for victims of disasters and
calamities. Hipulan's disaster preparedness
centers have a community desk that addresses
multiple issues.
The centers also teach livelihood skills, raise
literacy levels through education, and address
health and environmental issues. Each center is
unique because a community's needs and issues
are different from that of its neighbor.
Urban areas, for instance, have more educational
institutions than their rural counterparts.
So Hipulan's urban disaster centers focus on
health and environmental issues instead of
literacy programs. Rural areas where education
is a luxury, have more literacy campaigns.

Word about his heroic deeds spread until help
from local and foreign partners came.
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Hipulan's efforts have won the nod of partner
volunteer organizations in and outside the
country that used to adopt a wait-and-see
attitude on his programs.
"We're not that rich (in funds), but we have
enough because of our social partnerships," says
Hipulan, who like most volunteers, do not get a
single centavo for his work.
Volunteerism for him is more than just another
word. It is a lifelong experience that dates back
to his student days. And he is glad more and
more persons and groups -especially the
Philippine National Volunteer Service
Coordinating Agency (PNVSCA)-are joining him
in his crusade to make Mindanao live up to its
reputation as a land of great promise.
Fourteen years after he first chose to become a
selfless volunteer, Hipulan shows no sign of
slowing down. More children, especially
offsprings of indigenous people must learn to
read and write. Climate change is making
disaster centers more indispensable. New health
issues are cropping up because changes in the
environment and people's lifestyles are
spreading new diseases, even among the young.
Nothing-not even twin tragedies and a monster
crocodile-made Hipulan abandon his mission to
serve. In a similar vein, Hipulan will not allow
today's more complex problems to break his
spirit of volunteerism.
He is even more excited to face new challenges
and join hands with kindred spirits who consider
volunteer work a sacred calling.
This modern-day hero deserves our utmost
respect and all-out support.
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Engineer Andres Ngao-i has stared Kalinga
tribal wars in the face. He saw students stop
going to school. He saw employees losing their
livelihood after business establishments
temporarily closed. Economic development
suffered. Life grinded to a halt.
Tribal wars call for swift resolution of cases.
Sadly, this is not the reality. People from
different tribes are not used to the slow,
drawn-out resolution of cases involving their
tribes and tribemates.
It does not help that their culture of revenge
does not just target the wrongdoer. It targets his
or her tribemates as well.
This is why Kalinga elders introduced "Bodong,"
a system of governance practiced by all
subtribes in Kalinga and some parts of
Mt. Province, Abra, and Apayao.
Bodong literally translates to "peace pact." This
governs the socioeconomic and political
relationships among different tribes. It maintains
peace and harmony and forges relationships and
alliances among its practitioners, better known
as the Binodngan Tribes.
The Bodong is as old as the Binodngan Tribes.
As such, it has become a way of life. To prevent
a crime from escalating into an act of revenge
and retaliation, Ngao-i must see to it that the
Bodong between the involved tribes remains
intact. If the Bodong is broken, the victimized
tribe has the option to retaliate or seek
retribution from any member of the tribe the
perpetrator belongs to.
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If the Bodong is broken due to unavoidable
circumstances, Ngao-i as mediator uses his
powers of persuasion to restore peace between
tribes and resolve the case at once. To the
people of the Binodngan, the government's
justice system is tedious, expensive, and full of
technicalities. This is why non-tribe members
seek Ngao-i's services as mediator.
For more than four decades, Ngao-i has been,
and continues to be "The Man" when it comes to
tribal conflict resolutions. His dedication to end
tribal wars is legendary.
Sometimes, he is invited as resource person on
tribal conflict resolutions and the Bodong
system. His lectures always include the role
and qualifications of mediators and
negotiators who are the keys in resolving
tribal conflicts or concerns.
He has trained mediators/negotiators through
the Indigenous Learning System (ILS), which
goes way back to 2014. The ILS is quite simple.
"I do, the learner observes; I do, the learners do.
The learners do, I observe, " Ngao-i explained.
He acts as mediator and negotiator. The learners
observe. Then, the learners assist him in the
mediation process.

Once the learners are well-versed in the Bodong
system, they themselves become mediators or
negotiators. Ngao-i observes them, and gives
pieces of advice.
During mediations, he always encourages
younger people to come, observe, and
participate. As a result, many young people have
come forward to volunteer as mediators. Ngao-i
reminds them to observe impartiality as
mediators and negotiators while the case is
being resolved.
The practice of resolving tribal cases through the
indigenous justice process is a form of
restorative justice. It is restorative in the sense
that when an amicable settlement is reached,
both parties concur with the conditions of the
settlement. There is no settlement when one
party disagrees with the conditions.
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So far, Ngao-i has resolved more than a
hundred tribal and non-tribal cases, including
46 involving Kalinga tribes, and 10 and six
from subtribes of Mountain Province and of
Abra, respectively. Almost 90% of these cases
are successful.
Recently, Ngao-i also patched things up
between the Tongrayan and Tulgao tribes. He
resolved the rift arising from boundary problems
between the Dacalan and Gaang tribes.
In all these cases, broken relationships are
restored. Peace and goodwill prevail once more.
This is not possible when the government's court
of law is punitive, tedious, expensive, and full of
technicalities. Court decisions do not always
bring win-win solutions. There are always
winners and losers. This makes it very hard, if
not impossible to restore the good relationship
between culprits and aggrieved.
Ngao-i explains how the indigenous justice
system works when non-tribe members ask him
to mediate in a case. If the non-tribe members
still want him to negotiate, Ngao-i tells them he
will do his best to help them resolve the case.
Ngao-i was one of the Cordillera Bodong
Administration (CBA) officials who took part in
the peace talks between the Cordillera
People's Liberation Army (CPLA) and Pres.
Corazon Aquino's administration. The talks
paved the way for the signing of the Mount
Data Peace Accord in 1986.
Ngao-i does not just focus on peacemaking. He
is also a staunch advocate of Indigenous
Peoples Education (IPEd). Thanks to his
persistence, the Department of Education
(DepEd) and the Province of Kalinga signed a
memorandum that promotes Kalinga culture,
tradition, and practices.
This paved way for the establishment of the
"Pakedlan," where the Kankaney people of
Benguet bond with Indigenous People
community representatives from Luzon, Visayas,
and Mindanao. Pakedian is proof that the ILS
now forms part of the education system.
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The people he helps are not the only ones who
sleep better and wake up with smiles on their
faces because Ngao-i cares so much about
peace. He himself ends up feeling better for
ending strife and making it easier for everyone
to get along. He describes the experience as
life-changing.
"I feel unexplainable joy after settling tribal
conflicts/wars and seeing former combatants
and conflicting tribes shaking hands,
embracing each other and sharing meals on
one table," he says.
Ngao-i asks himself how many more lives would
have been sacrificed if the conflict persisted, and
he feels happy.
The thought of making the world a better place,
especially for future generations, inspires Ngao-i
to work even harder-pro bono-for peace.
He vows to settle more disputes arising from
civil and criminal cases among Kalinga subtribes
and the people of Cordillera. He promises to
train young and old alike to become mediators
and future leaders like him.
As regional chairman of the DepEd's IPEd
Council of Elders, Ngao-i plans to widen the
Council's scope to include resolving issues in
the Cordillera Administrative Region (CAR)'s
school division.
After all, Ngao-i supports Maria Montessori's belief
that "establishing peace is the work of education."
It is this tireless devotion to peace and education
that sets Ngao-i apart from the rest. It is this
dedication to volunteerism that will carry the
day for him-and the indigenous people who
look up to him for comfort and strength.
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If everything we see is beautiful, it is called a
work of ART. But if we feel heaven while helping
others, then it is a work of HEART.

HOPE
The beautiful city of llagan is known as the
home of the largest armchair, Cagayan Valley's
Tourism Hub and the Philippines' Corn Capital. It
is also where tourist attractions such as
Aguinaldo Shrine, Camp Samal, and Dibulo Falls
are found. But behind these accolades and
magnificent destinations are the untold stories
of the Agtas in Barangay Cabisera 10.

''

Sakken ay esa
Agta, Oi talon di
istorya,
(I am an Agta. This is my story.)

A normal day for an average child usually
consists of studying, watching television,
playing, and surfing the internet. But this is not
true for the Agtas. Instead of holding pencil and
paper or a gadget, they augment their daily
needs by helping their parents in farming,
fishing, and hunting.
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Although Cabisera 10 has a school, education is
secondary to Agta children because they would
rather work hard to ease hunger pangs.
Their way of life mirrors that of every
indigenous child in our country. Life is harsh for
them, because they have to endure child labor
and illiteracy.
Their story moved Dr. Demetrio P. Anduyan Jr. PhD,
who saw the need of the Agtas to be educated
in functional literacy. Since these children do not
go to school every day, he thought of bringing
school closer to them through Project TEACH
(Teach Every Agta Child). He launched the
project in 2004 to hone the Agta children's skills
in the 3Rs-reading, writing, and arithmetic. A
total of 35 Agta children from Cabisera 10 who
attended the school every Saturday benefited
from the project. To encourage children, a
feeding program and cultural sensitivity session
with the assistance of the National Commission
on Indigenous People were conducted.

The good news is a teacher in Cabisera 10
reported that Agtas are now ready to learn more.
When Project TEACH was posted online and was
featured by ABS-CBN Global through The Filipino
Channel (TFC), many foundations not only in the
Philippines but in other parts of the world
supported the initiative. Studies were also
conducted to have a better understanding of
Agtas' culture and traditions.
Dr. Anduyan presented the papers titled "The
Indigenous Learning Materials and Activities of
Agtas in the City of /lagan" during the
International Conference in Social Sciences and
Management in Osaka, Japan and "Local
Knowledge and Utilization of Resources of the
Agtas in the City of /lagan" during the Seoul
International Conference in Social Sciences and
Management in South Korea.

''

Sakken ay esa
Agta Sakken ay
produkto ng
Project TEACH
I

I

(I am an Agta. I am one of the products of
Project TEACH.)

Gs

I
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EMPOWER

AWARENESS

As the Dean of the College of Industrial
Technology and Education (CITE) at the lsabela
State University (ISU), Dr. Anduyan continues to
answer the community's needs by spearheading
Project DEMI (Dynamic English and Mathematics
Instruction), which started in 2006. It conducts
lectures to 100 children of ISU's adopted
barangay, Barangay Namnama 1 to make them
proficient in English and Mathematics.

Illegal logging, deforestation, and farming
resulting to flash floods and soil erosion threaten
not only the people of Ilagan City but Abuan
River and Sierra Madre Natural Park. These places
have a rich biodiversity and are homes to the jade
vine and Philippine Eagle. Dr. Anduyan's desire to
hold regular tree planting activities and cleanup
drives along Abuan River in llagan City driven
away people who commit unlawful acts against
the environment.

Aside from fund-raising projects, Dr. Anduyan
incorporated Community Service in the curriculum
to sustain Project DEMI. Through this, these
literacy programs help education teacher and
graduate school students known as CITE Youth
Volunteer Group apply teaching strategies and
techniques to empower grade school students.

Dr. Anduyan also founded a growing volunteer
group called "/lagan City River Warriors"
(2008) and is the adviser of Eco-Tourism
Society and Tau Gamma Phi. Both seek to
preserve natural resources.

In 2014, the volunteer group was named one of
the Ten Accomplished Youth Organization (TAYO)
finalists for its unwavering dedication to service.
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RELIVE
It is said that the "/banag" language used to be
the lingua franca of the Cagayan Valley region.
Its existence is proof of how rich Cagayan
Valley's culture is. However, a recent study
showed that lbanag is now considered as a
dying language.
To help preserve the language, Dr. Anduyan
institutionalized the lddukan Y Ybanag Tam
Movement in 2007. It reached out to over 1,000
lbanags in the region and raised awareness
about the lbanag language in social media and
barangay seminars. As a result, more lbanags
now appreciate their language more.
The Samuel F. Adelan Foundation in llagan City,
lsabela has supported the movement by
conducting a folk song choral competition with
the lbanag language as the medium.
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TRANSFORMATION
Dr. Anduyan leads by example. His notable
projects touch many hearts and change a lot of
lives for the better. His exceptional contribution to
the community has created a big impact in society
and is worth emulating every step of the way.
In fact, Dr. Anduyan's projects have inspired his
former students to put up similar programs.
Among them are "Project CHARLES (Caring for
Health and Advancement on Reading and Learning
for Aetas)" in Palanan and "Project MIKE (Making
Intensive and Kinetic Education)" in Mallig.
Dr. Anduyan outshone his colleagues by bagging
the National Award for the Most Outstanding
Educator for Human and Community
Development from the United Group of Charities
and Human Development Incorporated in 2005,
Regional Most Outstanding Volunteer award
from the Regional Development Council and as
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one of the recipients of National Outstanding
Volunteer Award (NOVA) by the Philippine
National Volunteer Service Coordinating Agency
(PNVSCA) in 2013. He was also the Most
Outstanding llagueno for Public Service (2015)
and the City of !lagan's Gawad Sinag awardee
for Public Service.
His acceptance speech as the National
Outstanding Volunteer Awardee defined what
the heart of volunteerism is:
"The real award of volunteerism is the act
itself. It is through reaching out, helping others
and making them smile where you can find
real happiness that will linger into your heart
for a lifetime."
Dr. Anduyan has proven that one need not be
rich to be a successful volunteer. All one needs is
a heart as big as his.
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''

Every Mangyan
has the right to
exist not only as
human being) but
to be born free
with equal dignity
and rights,

I

was only 14 when I first saw-and learned to
abhor-the discrimination against the
Mangyans, the Indigenous People (IP) of the
island of Mindoro.
I was supposed to have a happy reunion with my
Mindoro-based parents, whom I decided to visit
for the first time after they went to work in the
said province and left me with my grandparents
in La Union.
It was a visit I will never forget. It was not just
my first time to see a Mangyan. It was also my
first encounter with discrimination against
indigenous people. I was shocked when I
heard chants of "Namamangyan kana naman."
(You are becoming a Mangyan again.) filling
the air.
Being a Mangyan was synonymous to
ignorance at that time.
My heart was pinched and vowed to help
Mangyans someday.

I 10

I did not forget my promise when I became a
nurse in 1994. Instead of going abroad as many
nurses did at that time, I decided to stay in the
Philippines and make a difference. I became a
volunteer in different ways to fulfill my covenant
of helping the Mangyans.
It was a very difficult decision to make.
My simple parents (my mother is a teacher and
my father is a pastor in Mindoro) paid for my
education. And I knew what was expected of
me. I was expected to give back by practicing
my profession and by shouldering my sibling's
expenses in school.
But I went against the grain. I facilitated the
creation of Pampamayanang Mangyan Ugnayan,
Inc. (PMUI), which was put up in 2011 to uplift
our Mangyan brothers and sisters so they can
chart their own development.
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PMUI is an IP group whose vision is to develop a
community where everyone's rights are respected
and residents enjoy peace and security.
PMUI's 65 Mangyan volunteers come from
remote areas and are trained in community
development efforts that promote health,
literacy, livelihood, and basic rights. Thanks to
these volunteers, entire communities progress,
and people chart their own destiny.
Mangyans learn to enjoy their basic rights as a
Filipino. They are known by their names, not by
the generic label Mangyan. They get an
education. They enjoy potable water.
Most of all, they feel that they belong, that they
have a right to be here.
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When you teach Mangyans to read and write,
you empower them to fight discrimination. You
let them practice their basic right to vote and
choose leaders who will give them a brighter
future. You give them tools to express their
views before government officials and lobby for
causes close their hearts.
It was the early '90s, a time when so many
Mangyans did not know how to read and write.
This is why we launched a literacy program in
far-flung areas where discrimination against
Mangyans were rampant.
We gave away T-shirts with the PMUI seal in
our literacy programs. We also gave away
school materials for children and adult literacy
programs in different villages of Oriental and
Occidental Mindoro supported by PMU
Sweden, Pentecostal Church of Tenhult and
other stakeholders.
Around 2,172 learners benefitted from the literacy
programs conducted by the Mangyan educators.
We promoted community education by holding
trainings on leadership, accounting, management,
human rights, gender, and development and
democratic values for 4,451 persons.
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PMUI's role is not just to educate communities. We
also make sure beneficiaries enjoy health services.
We sent students to college to become
midwives and nurses so that they can address
community health issues. Scholarships on
education, agriculture and social work are also
carried out so that in return, they can develop
their own communities.
Youth camps deal with issues on early
pregnancy and parent-arranged teen marriages.
PMUI also shares teaching strategies on
community development to leaders, young
people, and women.
Culture is a sensitive issue you cannot ignore.
Mangyans have their own set of values and
beliefs. They have their own story and solutions
to problems.
For instance, some topics are taboo in
Mangyan culture.
Hanunuo women and men cannot call their
father-in-law by name. Outsiders should never
ask a Mangyan anything when crossing a river,
and couples do not practice personal hygiene.

I
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Young Hanunuo Mangyans are encouraged to
chew betel nuts which stain teeth, lips, and
gums so that they will not marry lowlanders.
When a family member dies, his or her relatives
must not fetch water from a public source and
drink from it. Family members must be served
food and drinks first, before they serve others.
For Taubuid, when a pregnant woman finds food
in the forest and wraps it, the wrapper should
not be torn to prevent abortion.
We at PMUI are careful about telling Mangyans
to rid of taboos that are part of their honored
traditions. Doing so may alienate them and
defeat our purpose of bringing them closer to
PMUI volunteers who are only after their welfare.
So we gently explain to them the reasons,
dangers, and consequences of their peculiar
practices. The indigenous people then discuss
ways to deal with the issues and suggested
changes among themselves.
This way, we help change people's perception of
Mangyans as ignorant and uninformed. We help
open their eyes to new, better ideas and
practices so that others will not look down on
them anymore.
We are not there to tell them to do this and that.
Like a parent who truly cares for his or her child,
PMUI serves as the bow from which Mangyans
fire the arrows that would point them the way.
After all, they are the captain of their own ship;
the sole director of their show.
That is how PMUI volunteers seep their work.
For instance, when the Mangyans had a water
shortage, the Mangyans solved the problem by
digging a well. But this did not lead to real
development until our volunteers focused on
educating their counterparts from different
Mangyan villages.
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The Mangyans themselves must discover things
on their own.
And so, PMUI's work goes on as we seek to
rescue Mangyans from the darkness of
ignorance into the light of knowledge day by
day. We have spread out our development
programs to 65 Mangyan communities.
Our greatest reward is transforming Mangyans
into empowered, enlightened people with a
bright future ahead of them. No one should see
them as ignorant and unlettered anymore.
Mangyans should be able to stand shoulder to
shoulder with anyone of whatever race, creed,
and social stature. Their burdens should be ours
because we are brothers and sisters; equals in
the sight of God.
Our rights and privileges should become theirs.
When that day comes, we at PMUI could not
ask for more!
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Sitio Bongcao is a small far-flung village
located in Barangay Curry at the foot of Mt. lsarog.
It is the home of the Tabangnons, a group of
mountain people who depend mainly on
subsistence farming of corn, rootcrops, fruit
trees and vegetables. Unfortunately, the soil in
Mt. lsarog is not suited for the planting of rice,
thus, every week the Tabangnons have to go
down to the town proper to sell their crops.
Any amount that they acquire would then be
used for the purchase of rice and other basic
commodities needed in their day to day living.
There was no fixed price though. They
indisputably give their crops to anyone in
exchange of a few pesos.
Moreover, the Tabangnon children also lack
follow-up sessions at home because their
parents lag behind when it comes to
education. This results to a disruption in the
social process of parents and of older siblings
responsibly caring and guiding the younger
ones. Education then is needed to better
prepare them in nurturing the younger
generation and in increasing their readiness to
interact with other people.
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I learned that I could
do more than just
showing sympathy.

I can

teach~

And that is exactly
what I did.
I taught my Aetas
with so much love
that they gained
knowledge)
developed their
potential) and
inculcated within
them the
commitment to do
the same thing for
their children.
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It is in this place and for these people that Ira
spearheaded the Hasik Karunungan, an Adult
Aetas Literacy Program for two years. It was in
May 2006 when Ira Sheena Howard, together
with Sr. Cleopatra Moreno, Camille Aiza
Howard, Dr. Maria Nina Cadano-Howard and
Mr. John Gonzaga of the National Commission
of Indigenous People, visited the area. A month
after, the program was launched and classes
immediately ensued. Every Sunday at ten
o'clock until two in the afternoon, Ira patiently
taught twenty adult Tabangnons the basics in
reading and writing using the Filipino
language. She also did sessions in simple
arithmetic for them to use when selling their
products downtown. In addition, review
sessions for children in Grades 1-4 were
simultaneously being conducted and handled
by Sr. Cleopatra.
Illiteracy was not the only problem however.
Constant visits to the area also disclosed striking
observations. The Tabangnons would walk long
distances under the heat of the sun with nothing
to protect themselves, nor their young. Most of
them would travel barefoot. The children wore
no slippers. Some did not even have underwear
at all. Ira was even more flabbergasted to know
that they do not brush nor take a bath regularly.
Health and sanitation became an alarming
concern. Standing before a group of
dark-skinned adults whose beliefs were very
different from a city girl like her, she was moved
by her passion to teach, and vowed that she will
make a difference. And she did.
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Determined, Ira and her group sought
assistance from friends, the local government
unit of Pili and the parish of Curry. Hon. Thomas
Bonggalonta, the mayor then of Pili, eagerly
provided the volunteers a vehicle that would
take them to and from the area. Michael
Tuason, Dr. Howard's former student, also
provided financial support to buy school
supplies and to photocopy modular materials
used in the program. Likewise, the deceased
Hon. Alex San Luis, supplied the Tabangnons
rice and milk during his term.
Ira also tapped the Philippine Red Cross to
extend their services to the group. Upon
invitation, several Red Cross volunteers came
and generously imparted knowledge on
personal health and hygiene, which include
proper handwashing, toothbrushing and
personal grooming. The parish priest also came
and provided catechesis by teaching the
Tabangnons to pray and to communicate to God.
Lectures on family planning were also
administered to guide Tabangnon couples in
their married life.

The last time she was there, Ira could not contain
her joy when one of her students, a fifty-five
year old man, approached her, showed her his
notebook and said confidently, "Ma'am salamat
pa kasi nakakapagbasa na pa aka.
Nakakapagsulat napa aka." For Ira, these were
the most stirring statements that a teacher can
be told by his or her student. She felt overjoyed
to know that she had not only achieved her goal
of providing them with basic education, but also
of knowing that she did something greater than
what she had planned. She helped mold
responsible individuals.
Ira maybe a mere education graduate who knew
nothing more than the basics of health education,
yet she is very proud that because of the high
regard she have in the teaching-learning process,
she responded courageously, setting aside her
apprehensions and fear, to the call of those
people whose voices were too small for most to
recognize amidst the various turbulences in the
world today. These experiences were enough to
sustain her eagerness as an educator in order to
mold equally passionate transformational
leaders in the society.

Several weeks after, a significant change
enveloped the village. The Tabangnons started
wearing caps, hats and long sleeved shirts to
protect their skin. They learned to be
comfortable wearing slippers. Most of the
children were provided with underwear. All these
because they were already aware of proper
handwashing and toothbrushing, as well as of
taking good care of themselves.
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Working for peace and development in
Mindanao has been Kapamagogopa Inc. (KI)'s
mission since 21 July 2004. It is not easy. But
thankfully, there are kindhearted volunteers who
make the seemingly impossible, possible.
So far, the organization has attracted 115 young
Muslim volunteers, including 75 women, who
have contributed over 250,000 hours of work to
promote peace, intercultural understanding and
development. Their work has benefitted more
than 100,000 Filipinos.

"Kapamagogopa" is a Maranao word that means
to share and help each other.
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However, even the best intentions can be
misconstrued. Sometimes, a volunteers'
detractors are their very own family and friends.
Nonoh (Noronsalam Dimalutang), a licensed
social worker, recalls how people questioned her
about volunteer work. They told her a lot of
opportunities await a licensed social worker like
her, so it was stupid of her to volunteer for an
unknown, new organization.
Even her family misunderstood the nature of her
volunteer work. They did not know what
community development is all about.
But Nonoh forged on, dedicating time and talent
in building bridges in Muslim communities. Her
persistence paid off. Today, Nonoh's family is
fully behind her in her drive to develop pockets
of peace and self-reliance in the country.
Asmarie Labao, meanwhile, recounts how
volunteering changed his life.
"It's the most fulfilling and exciting experience
I've had so far. I will treasure it for the rest of my
life. It changed my perspective in so many ways
and moulded me into someone I thought I could
never be. !learned all about serving people,
building networks and gaining interpersonal
team building skills," he says.
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A Lanao del Norte farmer was one beneficiary.
He is forever grateful to volunteer Razul
Calalay Jr., who taught him what he learned
about making organic fertilizers. Razul spoke the
native dialect and made learning fun and easy.
Today, the farmer's harvest is bountiful, and his
family is well provided for.
All volunteers stay with their host partners for a
year to work on projects after recruitment and
training. Muslim volunteers who work with
Christian counterparts heal divisions among
communities, thereby promoting understanding
and acceptance of different cultures at the
grassroots level.
Cristina Lomoljo, Executive Director of Balay
Integrated Rehabilitation Center for Total Human
Development (BIRTH-DEV), Inc. in lligan City
says that communities they serve are mostly
made up of Christians and Lumads. Frequent
interaction among them and the volunteers
erase age-old biases and win the trust and
confidence of partner communities.
BIRTH-DEV Inc. is a nonstock, nonprofit human
rights institution that provides psychosocial
intervention to victims of armed conflict and
survivors of other forms of disaster particularly
on emotional recovery and livelihood assistance
through capability building.
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People realize that the young Muslim
volunteers they bump into also come from
conflict-ridden and marginalized communities,
and they mean well. In fact, they are extending
the hand of friendship.
One classic example is Muslim volunteer
Shaminoden Sambitory. The Christian
nongovernmental organization (NGO) he was
assigned to in 2006 was located in an area
attacked by a Muslim rebel group. The Christian
community made fun of Shaminoden, and he
even got death threats.
Despite this difficult start, Shaminoden
continued to live and work with his new hosts.
He earned their trust and understanding.
He later became a manager in the said NGO and
a respected member of the community.
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Kl recently assigned volunteers in the Visayas,
where Muslims in Mindanao are usually frowned
upon. Again, thanks to a volunteer named Nene
(Norhamidah Musa), the biases vanished.
Goodwill prevailed.
Nene took a course in rescue and lifesaving
techniques, and spared many lives when she
joined the first response team for Typhoon
Ruby (2014) victims.
Her office was located in a police station, where
some members of the Special Action Force
(SAF) regarded Muslims as terrorists because of
the Mamasapano incident that killed 44 SAF
officers in 2015.
But the SAF commander himself told everyone
that not all Muslims are terrorists and they had
friend in Nene.
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The officers were shocked. But Nene befriended
them and explained her religion and culture to
them. They ended up asking Nene to orient
them about Muslims and the Islam religion.
Another inspiring story is that of volunteers who
sprang into action when a strong earthquake
ruined Surigao City and plunged morale to an
all-time low in early 2017.
New volunteers who were still in training joined
their counterparts from organizations in the
Mindanao Emergency Response Network to
provide psychosocial aid, especially to children.
But everything changed a month into their
placement. The Marawi crisis erupted.
Volunteers suspended activities, joined relief
efforts, and gave evacuees emotional support.
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Kl teamed up with Feed Philippines, a Christian
organization, which provides hot, nutritious
meals to evacuees. In July, Kl staff and alumni
joined volunteers in preparing, cooking, and
delivering meals to evacuation centers. They
provided around 1,000 delicious hot dinner
meals per day, or a total of 19,000 meals.
Kl's volunteer efforts have contributed not only
to national, but international development goals.
They have forged peace, built sustainable
communities, raised employment prospects, and
improved the poor's conditions.
The fruits of success are everywhere. Former
volunteers now work as staff members of NGOs
and local government units (LGUs) across
Mindanao. Many continue to promote progress
by joining civic organizations.
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The spirit of volunteerism lives on. More
volunteers continue to change lives for the
better. More of them acquire knowledge and
skills to save lives, end strife, and provide
employment. They continue to banish hate and
promote harmony in areas of conflict.
They cannot remain in their assigned areas
forever. They have to move on. But the good
things they did will remain-inspiring others to
help themselves and their neighbors.
Though their contributions seem small,
volunteers have created a major impact on
ordinary people's lives. It is these simple
deeds-borne of sleepless nights, an overload of
stress and discomfort-that make volunteers
public servants and unsung heroes in every
sense of the word.
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decided to become a volunteer because I am a
nature lover.
When I saw those big, beautiful dead birds for sale
in the wet markets of Cotabato City and in the
provinces of Maguindanao and North Cotabato,
I could not just stand there and do nothing.
I could stand skirmishes between the Armed
Forces of the Philippines (AFP) and the Moro
Islamic Liberation Front (MILF) in Central
Mindanao. But I could not bear the sight of those
dead birds.
So I asked why those beautiful birds must be
sold. Turns out the dead birds and the Mindanao
conflict are closely related. People from war-torn
areas sell the birds to survive, even if the law
bans them from doing so.
I had to do something because I believe man's
survival depends a lot on nature. So I planned to
visit Liguasan Marsh (located in the Mindanao
River basin). The place is a nature lover's paradise.
It is rich in biodiversity, and is home to various
freshwater fish and various species of wildlife.
But working alone in that war-torn area is
courting danger. I could get caught in the
crossfire between the MILF and Bangsamoro
Islamic Freedom Fighters (BIFF) militants.
And that could mean the end of me.
That is why I reached out to government and
concerned international agencies first. They
responded to my call all right. But good intentions,
and the presence of local and international groups
cannot guarantee my safety.
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I myself made 500 copies of the one-page letter
and distributed them to offices, homes, private
organizations, and individuals.
However, before I did, I asked the city's water
district to give me even a small fund to assess the
situation in the watershed area. It ignored me.
I went to the DENR district office to ask for
funds as well. I was rejected again.
But the spirit of volunteerism came to my
rescue. I approached good friends and asked
them to join me in helping the community deal
with its potable water crises.
My friends and I found out that mass
encroachment of watershed areas, looting of
forest resources, and declining support of
concerned government agencies were the root
of the problem.

Pro- and anti-government forces could have
killed me on the spot. I am grateful to an
intelligent captain who convinced me to face
interrogation and answer crucial questions about
my stay there when he apprehended me
because of a curfew policy. I was freed from
military camp after a few days. But this did not
stop me from calling the attention of local and
international agencies to environmental
problems in Liguasan Marsh .
I was invited to apply for a small grant that will
allow me to conduct an inventory of biodiversity
resources in Liguasan Marsh and study the
residents' social status.
The National Economic Development Authority
(NEDA) and the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (DENR) recognized my efforts
and gave me a bigger fund for a larger study on
biodiversity problems in Central Mindanao.

Meanwhile, my invitation letter began to take a
life of its own. It was like a pastoral letter and
became the talk of the town. That started the
ball rolling.
International nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs) offered to help.
I asked my friends to rally around the plaza, and
they all came. We shouted, "No trees, no life! No
water, no life!" and got everyone's attention.
Agencies that initially refused to help offered
support, especially when it came to finances.
The city mayor's office, district congressmen, the
Cotabato Water District, DENR, and business
groups supported the Watershed Summit of
Cotabato City and Maguindanao Province that
we initiated on 17 August 2004.
We again adopted the slogan: "No trees, no
water, no life. "

My concern for the environment did not end
there. It broadened to include the Dimapatoy
watershed area, which supplies water to
Cotabato City and adjacent areas. Complaints
about scheduling of water supply made me
write a letter inviting the public to help secure
the Dimapatoy watershed area, which supplies
potable water to more than a million people.
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We also established Save Dimapatoy Watershed
Area (SADIWA), an institution that protects and
rehabilitates the watershed area.
We must deal with climate change now, before it
leads to the end of life as we know it. Entire
communities and sources of life can vanish and
render us helpless.
If efforts to save Liguasan Marsh fail, the 10
critical watershed areas surrounding it will be
destroyed. We will have no sources of potable
water to nourish us. Plant and animal life will
slowly die.
Also, the plains of Central Mindanao, also known
as the rice granary of Mindanao, accounts for
65% of our rice supply. This area must be
protected from threats surrounding critical
watershed areas. Otherwise, food problems will
stare us in the face, and we will not know where
our next meal will come from.
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Other environmental problems cry for
attention-unregulated logging, construction of
dams and diversion of river flows, excessive
migration, land conversion, the growth of the
mining industry, among others.
Corruption continues to rear its ugly head,
sacrificing natural resources and the next
generation's future to the altar of commerce.
The work never ends. But with willing hands and
hearts that care, the work becomes easier, the
burden lighter. The rewards may not be material,
but they will forever live in the hearts of those
whose lives it touched.
When this happens, the voice of one becomes
the voice of many. Our country will win the war
against greed and want. And volunteerism
becomes its own reason for being.
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Myrna Tang-Yao empowers women
entrepreneurs-housewives with small,
home-based business, socio-civic leaders and
professionals.
There is no stopping her from pursuing what she
has started more than two decades
ago-promoting and inspiring female economic
empowerment in local and global business arena.
The multi-awarded entrepreneur wears many
hats. She is the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of
RichPrime Global, Inc. and Richwell Trading
Corporation. She is the founder and chairperson
of the Philippine Federation of Local Council of
Women (PFLCW), Inc., The Federation of the
Filipino Chinese Business and Professional
Women of the Philippines (FILCH I), and Pearl S.
Buck Philippines.
She also served as the Commissioner for four
years and Chair for six years at the Philippine
Commission on Women (PCW).
She is an inspiration to women entrepreneurs
who start small, aim high, and make it big.
At an early age while living in one of the poorest
provinces in Bicol, she witnessed the difficulty of
women situation in the rural areas. This pushed
her to work hard to be successful and help free
others from the clutches of poverty.
As a grade school student, she sold accessories
from Divisoria to her classmates. The third of
seven children, Yao had to prove herself more
than her other siblings, being a girl in the
tradition of a Filipino-Chinese family.
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In the process, Yao had to deal with men and
learned to become as tough as them.
But this did not harden her heart on the plight of
the less-fortunate. She had her first encounter
with disadvantaged women when the family's
female copra workers asked for wage advances
just to make it from one day to the next.
That encounter left a profound impact on the
future CEO who started Richwell Trading with a
capital of only PHPS,OOO. Yao and her husband
Albert have since expanded the business from
selling tires to marketing and distributing children's
products like toys, apparel, shoes and others.
It was Richwell that introduced brands like
Barbie, Hotwheels, Mattei toys and games,
Fisher Price, Megablocks, Disney, Ninja Turtles,
V-Tech, Ollie, and others to the market.
Three decades after the Yaos put up Richwell,
the company has grown to provide jobs for
almost 2,000 people.

It is this passion for serving women and children
that drive her to look for ways to improve their
condition. One of the highlights of her stint as
Chair of the Philippine Commission on Women,
is the Magna Carta of Women (MCW) that seeks
to eliminate violence against women, ensure
equal earning opportunities for them, and
guarantee their freedom from discrimination.
Yao took a step even further in her advocacy by
putting up the Philippine Federation of Local
Council of Women (PFLCW), the national
coordinating body of all local councils of women
(LCW). She believed that the government,
non-government and private sectors should
work together to reach her dream of economic
empowerment for women.
The PFLCW is now on its 15th year and is the
biggest organization for women. It continues to
link the government, private sector, and women
NGOs in the localities.

That is because Yao loves what she is doing. She
has a soft spot for women and children. And it
pains her when others look down on women,
especially her fellow Filipinas.
Yao felt bad when she found out that Filipinas
abroad are boxed into only two categoriesmaids and entertainers. So she decided to do
her share in uplifting the Filipina's image.
Yao asked top designer Patis Tesoro, who is
known for her Filipiniana-inspired creations, to
come up with a Filipina Barbie that showcased
the country's history, traditions, and customs.
The limited edition doll depicts the Filipino
fashion and culture of different traditions in
gowns whose beadwork and intricate embroidery
became the toast of the international community.
The dolls also wore colorful lgorot costumes,
showed the beauty of Santacruzan, Filipino
flowers and animal designs.
Soon, the Filipina Barbie was ranked as one of
the best collector doll in the world.
She knows entrepreneurship can help alleviate
the plight of needy women and children.
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It is composed of about 500 local councils of
women with more than 100,000 women
members. It focuses on developing women
entrepreneurs and removing all obstacles that
keep them from being self-reliant and
independent.
Yao knows ignorance is a big roadblock to
progress. So she fights ignorance by sharing what
she knows with fellow women entrepreneurs.
She put up Gender-Responsive Economic
Actions for the Transformation of Women
(GREAT Women) Project together with the
Canadian International Development Agency.
The five-year project (2006-2011) is a godsend
for women micro-entrepreneurs, who are
mentored on improving their organizational
systems and sharpening their skills. This frees
more and more women from the clutches of
poverty, gives more meaning to their lives, and
even allows them to become global players in
the business arena.
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Yao did not stop there. She came up with the
book "The Gift of a Dream: The GREAT Women
Project" to guide women on the rocky road of
entrepreneurship. Yao shares her dream of
becoming successful, not for herself, but for the
needy. After all, you cannot give what you do
not have.
So Yao decided to become empowered to
empower others. Her business has gone global.
And it continues to grow despite the many
challenges it faces.
Now, Yao is in the best position to share her
success story. Her book cites concrete steps on
dealing with the changing times and sustaining a
business. Yao shares her insights on doing
business online, dealing with stakeholders,
motivating project beneficiaries, and others.
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Despite her achievements, Yao continues to do
more. She teamed up with various organizations to
come with volunteer programs that help lessfortunate women start promote micro-enterprises
and livelihood activities. These include the
Philippine Livelihood Marketing Corporation
(PHILMACO), Tinadakabahay, and ePinayStore.
The Philippine Livelihood Marketing Corporation
(PHILMACO) is an intensive marketing campaign
that promotes micro-enterprise products, boosts
their sales, and ensures continuous production
and sustainability of income. It provides
assistance in product development and various
capability and capacity buildup programs to
improve the quality of beneficiaries' products
and make them competitive in the market.
Aling Floris one of PHILMACO'S more successful
beneficiaries. This housewife's husband lost his
job as a warehouse manager of Quantum Food.
They have five out-of-school children. To feed
the family, Aling Flor learned to make pancit
habhab and used her skills to put up a business
with an initial capital off PHPS,OOO.
The small business took care of the family's
day-to-day needs. However, when demand for
her product rose, and she needed more capital
to produce more, Aling Flor was referred to
microfinance institutions. She felt that the
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required credit extension seminars were too
time-consuming. So she turned to PHILMACO for
help. PHILMACO granted her a loan so that she
can continue her business. Inspired by the
success of her business, Aling Flor, Yao and her
colleagues in FILCHI put up a microfinance
project that helps micro-entrepreneurs who find
it hard to access credit.
The Neighborhood Entrepreneurship Livelihood
Project or the Tindakabahay Project, on the
other hand, is an economic empowerment
program that provides women gainful
employment by selling basic products every
household needs.
This public/private sector partnership involves
PFLCW Inc., Unilever Philippines, and the Tulay
sa Pag-unlad, Inc. (TSPI) Development
Corporation. The PFLCW coordinates,
supervises, and monitors the program together
with its partners. The LCW in each locality
provides the manpower by recommending
qualified women entrepreneurs to PFLCW. As
private sector partner, Unilever oversees
distribution of products, logistics as well as
monitoring of the women entrepreneur's sales
performance. The TSPI Development
Corporation provides women entrepreneurs
seed capital and monitors collection and
payment of these loans.
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Meanwhile, ePinayStore is a virtual shop that
aims to mobilize and sustain microenterprises at
the local level as it enables buyers, suppliers,
and traders anywhere in the country to transact
business anytime. It is an online micro business
tool for small and micro Pinay entrepreneurs
who do not have access to capital for expanding
their business and marketing products. Yao
wants ePinayStore to be a portal that will make
every Pinays entrepreneur's dream come true.

That is the secret of Yao's power. It is not for
self-gain. It is for sharing with others. That's
why it cannot help but grow stronger through
the years.
That is volunteerism-self-generating, unselfish,
empowering. Most of all, it is rewarding.
This is what Myrna Tang-Yao knew in her heart
all along .

Yao advises women to take courage and not be
afraid of making mistakes, because it will help
them learn and grow. She also wants women to
face their problems, because doing so will make
them better entrepreneurs, and most of all,
better persons as well.
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JOURNEY TOWARDS A PROGRESSIVE
SOCIETY THROUGH VOLUNTEERISM

By: Jonathan V. Rivas
This poster depicts the role of volunteerism towards an
inclusive, sustainable and progressive society. It reflects
the kindness, generosity and love of united individuals
who are ready to serve others to make significant
changes in the community. It illustrates figures of roads
infused with hands which are metaphorically crafted to
be in an act of reaching up an image of a progressive
community. It evokes an idea that volunteerism is an
essential way to change the oppressive mainstream of
life in the society. Volunteerism, therefore, serves as a
pathway towards development and changes.

(PROGRESS)
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For

the past 30 years, UP LAKAN, the sole
organization of Bulakeno students based in the
University of the Philippines (UP) Diliman, has
been upholding its legacy of promoting peace
and prosperity among Bulakenos through
socio-civic, academic, and cultural projects.
The organization, founded in 1988, has become
the second home of UP students from Bulacan.
It has become the primary way in which
scholar-Bulakenos render volunteer service
within and outside the university, thus living up
to UP's mantra of service to the nation.
From a membership of only 20 students, the
organization has attracted more than a hundred
volunteers who selflessly dedicate time, talent,
and treasure in various projects.
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These projects address socioeconomic issues that
hinder progress, such as inaccessible education
and illiteracy, lack of health services in local
government units, and deforestation of our
watersheds. They also address concerns related to
sustainable development, like quality education,
good health and well-being, poverty, hunger,
gender equality, climate action, and innovation.
Since 2006, UP LAKAN has been organizing the
annual PAMBATANG BUKLATAN to get books,
furniture, and other important items for library
buildings and rehabilitation projects in various
Bulacan elementary schools. Members got
thousands of book donations and other
educational materials. They built shelves and
solicited tables and chairs for elementary schools.
The socio-civic, nonstock, nonprofit, and
nonpartisan organization under the National
Youth Commission (NYC) also holds a short
program at the beneficiary school where
volunteers come up with a skit tackling
prevalent issues in the education and youth
sectors. This is followed by a feeding program
and distribution of school supplies to students.
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The smile on the children's faces as they receive
the books and watch the program on tables and
chairs the volunteers managed to solicit are
enough to make our day.
UP LAKAN addresses health issues by going to
different barangays and holding an annual medical
mission since 2008 where beneficiaries get free
health consultation, check-ups, quality medicine,
and specialized services such as circumcision and
tooth extraction. Each medical mission attends to
as much as 400 people every year.
Other medical missions provide wheelchairs for
the sick and handicapped, and slippers that
safeguard the beneficiaries' feet.
Health seminars, meanwhile, teach proper
hygiene to keep beneficiaries disease-free.
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We also double as eco-warriors. We held a
tree-planting activity called Lakalikasan in the
denuded areas of the lpo Dam Watershed in
Norzagaray, Bulacan in 2013 and 2015. We
planted 2,000 saplings in the area and we want
to plant more in succeeding years to help
preserve our forests and watersheds.
And because students need to sharpen their
academic skills, we make it a point to hold an
interschool competition called Timpalakan,
which catered to high school students when it
was launched in 1993. Today, Timpalakan has
grown to showcase the talents of grade school
students in Bulacan when it comes to various
areas of learning.
We know it is not easy to get into the college of
your choice. So we help Bulakefio students pass
college admission tests in different universities
and colleges by organizing CATalinuhan, a mock
entrance exam simulation and review.
CATalinuhan is now 29 years old, and is held in
four key areas in Bulacan: Baliwag, San Jose del
Monte City, Malolos City, and Bocaue. Over 1,600
Grade 12 students joined the latest installment of
the project last July to September.
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These big, ambitious projects need tens of
thousands of pesos (sometimes even more) to
get off the ground and keep on going. But there
were years when UP LAKAN hardly had any
funds. Thankfully, our members and alumni
raised enough money by holding incomegenerating projects, soliciting funds from
government officials, private individuals, and the
members themselves.
Hearing the children's laughter and seeing their
eyes light up at the sight of a new library full of
books is something money cannot buy. Seeing
how happy a high school student is after
attending a college entrance examination review
that boosted his confidence in passing the test,
is just as rewarding.
The joy an old man feels upon getting his new
pair of eyeglasses is incomparable. The sight of a
teary-eyed boy after undergoing circumcision
leaves a lump in the throat.
These fuel our desire to do more and continue
serving our "kababayan." Volunteerism has
allowed us to reach greater heights and achieve
something worth every sacrifice we make.
UP LAKAN's "Gintong Kabataan Award for Public
Service" award from the provincial government of
Bulacan in 2009 is proof that volunteerism is alive
and well among the members.

We cherish the experience of going to the
grassroots, seeing and experiencing our
countrymen's conditions and learning from
them. These experiences open our eyes and
hearts to see and hope for a better world where
we can offer everyone a brighter future.
On our third decade of service, we pledge to
continue what we started. We will not stop the
Bulakef\os' and our nation's march to progress.
We will continue to seek unity in
volunteerism-and volunteerism in unity.

''
sama-samaJ
kayang-kaya!

The organization also emerged second
runner-up in 2015's Oblation Run Awards. It was
named "National Outstanding Volunteer
Awardee" (Nonprofit Organization Category) in
the Search for Outstanding Volunteer (SOV)
2016 of the Philippine National Volunteer Service
Coordinating Agency (PNVSCA).
Our latest award came from our alma mater no
less. UP Diliman named UP LAKAN as one of its
"Natatanging Samahang Pang-mag-aaral"
awardee for this year, 2017.
Of course, these awards are just icing on the
cake for us. Serving our province and making
lives a little better matter more to us.
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The 2016 Search for Outstanding Volunteers
National Youth Awardee Ryan Homan has sailed
through the strong currents of his life and
paddled back to change the lives of his
impoverished community though education.
"Bat a pa lang po ako ay pangarap ko nang
maging guro para matulungan ko ang aking mga
kababario dahil hirap si/a sa pagpapaaral ng
kanilang mga anak. Karamihan sa amin ay
no-read, no-write kaya naisipan ko pong
magsikap at magtiyaga para po magkaroon ng
nakapagtapos ng pag-aaral sa aming barrio"
(Ever since I was a child, I've always wanted to
become a teacher to help my barrio folks who
are struggling to send their kids to school. Most
of them cannot read nor write, so I decided to
become persistent and diligent to finish my
studies," recalled Ryan.
His resilience has been honed by the hardships
that he experienced growing up. He was still
young when he lost his mother and sister.
Eventually, his father remarried to keep their
family together but struggled to provide for
them given his small income as a coconut farmer
and welder.
Realizing early on that he needed to strive
harder to fulfill his dreams, Ryan studied
diligently and graduated from elementary as
valedictorian. During his high school years, he
had to walk for an hour and cross a river to
attend his classes. He shared that there were
times when his books got wet when the water
level of the river rose. When he graduated from
high school, he held on his aunt's promise of
funding his college education. However, this
never materialized. Fortunately, his leadership
skills won him a seat in the Sangguniang
Kabataan as Chairman which enabled him to
attain a college scholarship.
Despite enjoying free tuition, he still needed to
make ends meet. He recalled a time when he was
so close to giving up, especially when his father
was detained for a short period due to illegal
logging. He then needed to work doubly hard for
his studies and his family. Ryan continued to excel
academically despite these challenges.
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His persistence paid off when he finished his
Bachelor's Degree in Elementary Education and
passed the Licensure Examination for Teachers
(LET) in 2008, making him the first college
graduate of San Jose, Donsol, Sorsogon .

The Division Office of Sorsogon granted their
request and re -opened the Old Maguisa
Elementary School in June 2008. Ryan willingly
handled classes of grades I to IV, as he was the
sole teacher then.

Armed with a college degree and renewed hope,
he was determined to give back to his community
by teaching children whose plight was similar to
his during his early years. He decided to embark
on a voluntary literacy mission for his fellow
barrio folks.

Instead of riding the habal-habal, he opted to
hike for two hours and cross rivers and brooks to
reach the school. Ryan also risked his life during
his trip to the school as there were frequent
clashes between government troops and rebels
in the area. The difficulty of travel and armed
conflict were also experienced by his students.
What motivated him were the eagerness and
enthusiasm of his pupils who were happily
waiting for him in every class.

In Brgy. Maguisa, Donsol, a far-flung area in
Sorsogon, a school was closed for a decade due
to lack of enrollment and distance from the town
proper. One has to ride a habal-habal to traverse
the dangerous terrain to Brgy. Lourdes and then
walk for an hour to reach Brgy. Maguisa.
Ryan negotiated with the barangay captain and
the barangay council to open the school again
and offered to serve as its volunteer teacher.

Ryan focused on developing their reading skills,
as he observed that most of them are
non-readers. He conducted various reading
interventions to make learning fun for them.
After a year, he was rewarded with a permanent
appointment, and the school welcomed another
teacher, who later became Ryan's wife. Hand in
hand, they become allies in guiding the students
to discover the exciting world of reading .

TREKKING FOR EDUCATION
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DEVELOPING A BOOK-LOVING
COMMUNITY
After five years, he was transferred to his own
community school in Brgy. San Jose, where
reading and writing were also major concerns.
Ryan also needed to hold multi-grade classes,
given the very limited number of teachers in
their school.
With the help of Educo Foundation and
barangay officials, he established and facilitated
innovative reading programs. He also engaged
students and parents to make these programs
sustainable, as well as empowering for the
community. He also addressed the scarcity of
resources by recycling materials and training
nanay (mother) volunteers.
"When he called us up for a meeting and
introduce us the idea that we will be
nanay-teachers, we were reluctant and
apprehensive at first to accept the enormous
responsibility because we did not even reach
college, more so some of us did not even finish
high school. He made us realize the importance
of education and he taught us to appreciate and
love reading," said Nanay Erlinda Sabalboro (in
their dialect), one of the nanay volunteers.
Pupils are also assigned to do reading activities
beyond the school hours. "Dati, faro lang kami
nang faro pag walang pasok /a/o na pag
bakasyon, pero ngayon, sa halip na /aging
maglaro, dinada/a naming ang mga aklat sa
/abas ng paaralan. Tinuturuan naming magbasa
ang mga bata sa ka/sada. Natutunan naming na
hindi lang sa /oob ng paaralan dapat magbasa
kundi dapat lagi para /a/o kaming matuto," said
Angel May Moraga, one of Ryan's former pupils
who also serve as a volunteer.
To mobilize donations for books and other
materials, he wrote to various stakeholders and
was able to gain the support of their
congresswoman then for the establishment of a
five-classroom building. Noting that learning
goes beyond the four walls of the classroom,
he created the Balsa Basa Outreach Program or
Bankaaraman. "Ako na po ang /uma/apit sa
kanila para bigyan si/a ng pag-asa" (I was the
one who reached out to them to give them
hope)", said Ryan.
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The Bankaaraman is designed for students
whose homes are far from their school and who
often miss their classes during the rainy and
harvest seasons. Ryan and his team of
volunteers pick up the students from their
homes using a balsa (raft) and conduct reading
tutorials every weekend . The volunteers also
bring reading materials to the homes of pupils
and conduct remedial classes. They also cater to
out-of-school-youth COSY). His Walk for
Knowledge is similar to Balsa Balsa in terms of
program design but caters to pupils and OSYs
living in the upland.
He also helps promote a culture of reading by
establishing a mobile library and community
reading center. A version of the "kariton
klasrum", the mobile library features toys and
"big books" mostly consists of stories written by
Ryan. This mobile library is moved around the
community after class hours.
Ryan constructed the community reading center as
a venue where parents, OSY, and children can
come together and read storybooks, newspapers,
and magazines. Storytelling and film viewing
sessions during weekends are also held with the
assistance of barangay officials and volunteers.
He also encouraged families to set up a reading
nook in their own homes.

CHANGING LIVES
ONE BOOK AT A TIME
With the help of his interventions, the overall
performance of San Jose Elementary in the
National Achievement test improved from 60 %
in the School Year (SY) 2012-2013 to 71 % during
the SY 2014-2015 and resulted to 100 % reading
ability of pupils in SJES.
Apart from these figures, he was also able to
change the attitude and behavior of his
community through his initiative. "Its community
members, notwithstanding budgetary
constraints, wholeheartedly embraced the
school's program and made themselves available
and willing resource for the implementation of
the reading sessions," attested EDUCO, one of
Ryan 's partners in the conduct of his programs.
Ryan's volunteerism was soon featured by the
media. His story landed the pages of newspapers
and shared in various television shows and online
sites. This media mileage also paved the way for an
increase of support in his projects.

Eventually, Ryan was recognized for his service,
having been conferred national and regional
awards such as Civil Service Commission's Dangal
ng Bayan, Bato Balani's "The Many Faces of the
Teachers of 2076", EDUCO Foundation's Search for
Best Reading lmplementers, and Philippine
National Volunteer Service Coordinating Agency's
Search for Outstanding Volunteers.
What makes Ryan truly happy is impact of his
interventions in the children, families, and the
community, as a whole. Senior citizens and
mothers have found a new purpose as volunteers
and reading advocates. More children gained
reading skills, scored better in exams, and have
been more inspired to pursue their dreams and
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help their families. Different visitors from officials,
teachers, school heads, even foreigners observed
their San Jose Elementary School for
benchmarking and to gain good practices from
Ryan's programs.
Ryan is understandably overwhelmed with
gratitude and fulfillment. From being that boy
who trekked mountains and crossed rivers to
attend classes, he has become a source of
inspiration for children. He is an example of a
resilient soul who stayed relentless amidst
poverty to help his barrio folks break free from
the bondage of illiteracy.

Dr. Jose Rizal once said "Ang kabataan ang
pag-asa ng bayan." (The youth is the hope of the
fatherland).
A lot of young people want to finish their
studies, find a job, and give the country a better
tomorrow. Sadly however, they lack the means
to go to school because of time, distance, and
financial constraints.
Hence, they remain in their homes and help do
chores for the family instead. Others become blue
collar workers in other homes, offices, mining
fields, fishing areas, construction firms, factories,
and business establishments. They work for only
a meager pay.
As former dean of the College of Education of
Divine Word College of Legazpi (DWCL), I could
not bear seeing these young people robbed of
their basic right to education. My father, a
teacher in a far-flung barangay in Camalig,
AI bay, trained me to love educating others,
especially adult learners yearning to learn how
to read and write.

I conceptualized and implemented the Free
Secondary Distance Education Program (FSDEP)
for out-of-school youth and young adults as part
of DWCL's Community Extension Service.
FSDEP is an educational scheme that aims to
address the needs of underserved youths aged
15 and above in Legazpi City, its far-flung
barangays, and neighboring provinces such as
Albay and Sorsogon. It is an open education
program-a school without walls-where
learners can attend to their studies in the
comfort of their homes or in their workplace.
Students undergo a five-day learning program
and report to school to meet the volunteer
faculty and young teachers from the College of
Education on Saturdays. This is where they
discuss and evaluate the contents of the
trimester program.
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Students take up three subjects per trimester
for their respective year levels. After
completing the academic requirement in four
years' time, they earn their high school
diploma without having to enroll in formal
classes. This way, they have a bigger chance of
landing better jobs and going to college.

Young people learn to actively participate in
their communities' socioeconomic, political, and
religious affairs. As such, they cannot be
exploited while rendering any kind of service for
local and international markets. They do not
have to suffer unbearable hardships at work-be
it in the Philippines or overseas.

I found a way to support the government's
regional and national goals of alleviating
poverty and promoting education as well as
DWCL's mission of responding to the
community's needs.

FSDEP has had two graduation exercises (in
2001 and 2002) since its inception in 1997. It has
produced 50 students, and yearly enrollment
has risen from 69 to 189. Two out of 10
graduates entered college and the rest found
better-paying jobs.

FSDEP also supports the Department of
Education (DepEd)'s nationwide campaign to
eradicate illiteracy and promote functional
literacy. This, in turn, helps the country attain
its vision of "Industrialization by the Year
2000" and "Education for All in the Year 2000
and Beyond."
Beneficiaries gain knowledge and develop skills
and attitudes to become more productive,
responsible, and knowledgeable. It also gives
them a more meaningful direction in life. They
find good jobs and climb the ladder of success.
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Through our Community Extension Service staff,
barangay officials and media, FSDEP has become
a catalyst for positive change. The school's
faculty, young teachers from the College of
Education, and nonteaching personnel who are
part of the program have developed an interest in
volunteerism. FSDEP opened their eyes to the
pressing need of helping "the least of our
brethren"-the maids, workers in the fields,
factories, industries and construction sites, the
uneducated and unemployed.
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The DWCL administration institutionalized the
project and provided funds for personnel
honorarium, facilities and equipment, among
others. The college also shared its resources to
the underprivileged.
I am grateful other educational institutions
appreciate our work, which has been replicated
in other schools like La Consolacion in Daet,
Camarines Norte and the DepEd Division of
Legazpi City.
DepEd itself not only recognizes FSDEP. It even
promotes the program as a way of fighting the
scourge of illiteracy.
FSDEP was named Best Volunteer Practice
and I became one of the national awardees in
National Economic and Development
Authority (NEDA) Region V and the Philippine
National Volunteer Service Coordinating
Agency (PNVSCA) Search for Outstanding
Volunteers (SOV) in 2002.

But I cannot do it alone. This is why I am
thankful to the school administration and
faculty members who have supported me
since Day One.
I am 90 years old. But I do not feel the ravages
of time too much because I am still actively
involved in civic and religious organizations
where I have been given huge responsibilities.
I help the Simon of Cyrene Community
Children's Foundation for Rehabilitation and
Development, Inc., the Girl Scouts of the
Philippines Albay Chapter, Catholic Women's
League of the Diocese of Legazpi, Kiwanis Club
of Bitoon Kan Albay, Bicol University Alumni
Association, and Daraga DepEd Retirees
Association.
These organizations lengthen my years by making
my life more meaningful. And it is this passion I
want to share with friends, especially my young
students. I only hope the seeds of service I
planted-especially among the youth-will
continue to grow and bear more fruit.

The awards came as a pleasant surprise, since
I never dreamed of getting recognition for my
work. All I wanted to do when I started the
program was raise the literacy rate of poor but
deserving out-of-school youth by offering
them free secondary education . Getting an
award is just a bonus. The award was an
affirmation that I am doing the right thing .
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We are given two
hands- one to help ourselves
and the other to help others,

This has been the driving force that has
pushed me to serve others without expecting
anything in return, ever since I was a teenager.
As a member of a youth organization in high
school, I learned the importance of helping
others, not only in material things, but in their
emotional and spiritual needs.

The drive to ease others' burdens grew even
stronger when I entered college. I joined
volunteer organizations like the Philippine
Guardians Brotherhood, Inc.; Alpha Sigma Phi
Alumni Association; the Department of Justice
Golden Friendship Volunteer Probation Aide
(VPA) Program; Radio Enthusiasts League of
Amateur in Region X (RELAX); and Emergency
Response Group (ERG) El Salvador City Chapter.
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I volunteered as speaker, trainer, facilitator,
counselor, spiritual adviser, and teacher. I urged
couples to strengthen their relationship and their
family-the basic unit of society-by handling
marriage encounter seminars. I held leadership
seminars to share my insights on being a person
for others, and an agent of positive change.
Parolees and probationers under the VPA
Program in Region X became my willing
students in such subjects as building wiring
installation, motor rewinding and control,
household appliance repair and services.
Armed with these new-found skills, parolees and
probationers who would have found it hard to
pick up the pieces, found a way to lead
productive lives. They were able to provide for
themselves and their families. Their self-esteem
rose, and their zest for life doubled.
Merely knowing what to do is not enough. It is
just as important that people realize why they
are working and why they should excel at
work. I conduct values education seminars as
well. This way, I help parolees and probationers
understand that they are working, not just for
themselves, but for the good of society. They
realize that they can make a difference in their
own small way.
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Speaking from experience, the passion for
making a difference is best instilled while
hearts are young and minds are most open to
ideas. I have reached out to the city
government in Cagayan de Oro and private
sectors in the area so we can teach
out-of-school youths basic automotive,
electrical, house appliance repair, and culinary
arts skills.

I never expected to be one of the awardees in
the 2010 Search for Outstanding Volunteers
(Adult Category). It feels good. But the award is
just a bonus.

The mere thought of keeping young people
away from the streets and the temptation of
petty crimes, gives me a different high. I cannot
describe the joy in my heart each time I see
these young people earning a decent living and
walking in the streets, not with a bunch of stolen
goods, but with money they got the honest way.
I see them growing up and becoming the
respected leaders of tomorrow our national hero
Jose Rizal envisioned them to be. Whenever I do
this, I tell others that I can continue to share my
knowledge until I am old and gray.

It humbles me, and pushes me to offer more of
my services for free. I consider it a blessing,
especially from God, who has given me the great
privilege of sharing and serving. The award is
not mine alone. It is for the many whose lives I
helped uplift. It is for leaders like our late
president Dr. Ricardo Rotoras (of the University
of Science and Technology of Southern
Philippines) who shouldered my travel expenses
when I went on a volunteer mission to Japan.
I cannot forget how Dr. Rotoras encouraged me
to continue what I have started.

My other wellspring of happiness comes from
bringing others closer to God. As an Elder of
the Church, the downtrodden, the dejected,
the left out, and the lost ask me for pieces of
advice. These people have lost their faith and
even will to live. Some even question God out
of desperation. I feel great when I tell them
Someone up there will never leave them, even
if all others have turned their back on them.
Seeing their eyes light up with hope, and their
faces break into a smile after reading my
spiritual text messages are enough to make
my day.

I cannot be complacent. I want to train even
more parolees and probationers so that they can
acquire technical and life skills they need to
make their return to society more trouble-free
and fruitful.

I would like to think that somehow, some way,
I have convinced someone who has reached the
end of his or her rope to tie the knot and hang
on in there.
These people feel useless because they have
committed huge mistakes. I convince them that
not all is lost; that everybody makes mistakes.
I prove to them that I care, and others feel the
same way.
You have to understand that these people
belong to the poorest of the poor. They have
not gone to school, or if they did, only have
meager education.
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I train fellow volunteers to relate to these
kinds of people so that they can be of utmost
help. It is hard to train volunteers, but many
are eager to learn.

Experience has taught me to see the good in
everyone-even in seemingly hardened criminals.
I have seen for myself how they can make a
180-degree turn in their lives and become a
blessing, not a curse in the community. Patience
and love can soften the hardest of hearts. It can
show the so-called dregs of society the way to a
new, productive life.
Volunteerism is a noble act. It shows an undying
faith in humanity, in the God within. I will forever
nourish this divine spark in me. I will fan the
flames of kindness so its warmth can reach
many others.
I love blessing others. In so doing, I end up feeling
blessed in ways I could have never imagined.
As my favorite line says, "Volunteers are not paid
not because they are worthless, but because
they are priceless. " I may not get paid for
volunteering. But the results of my hard work
make me feel rich beyond words.

1
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Nine years after its inception, the Volunteer
Service Provider (VSP) has mobilized more than
a thousand students and community volunteers
in the spirit of community development. This
civic-oriented volunteer student organization in
San Pedro College (SPC), a Dominican learning
institution in Davao City, is an inspiration not
only to the community it serves, but to
volunteers who find joy in helping others.
Inspired by its motto "For Love and Service,"
the organization leads the youth in actively
joining core programs on health, environment,
and literacy.
Each program aims to fulfill SPC's vision of
spreading Christ's love and compassion by
serving the poor, the disadvantaged, the
Filipinos, and the world.
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HEALTH
To address this chief concern, SPC launched
Project REFLUSH (Rekindle the Enthusiasm
For Love of Ultimate Sanitation and Hygiene)
on 21 February 2010 in Sitio Balite, Brgy.
Marilog in Davao City. The project benefited
20 families in Indigenous Peoples (IP) areas
where the Matigsalog Tribe lives. It also
mobilized 15 student volunteers.
On 13 February 2011, Project REFLUSH's 16
student volunteers went to Sitio Tribal Village,
Brgy. Salumay, Marilog District, and addressed
the needs of its 93 residents.
It looked into the high incidence of diarrhea in
the two sitios. Volunteers shared their
knowledge about prevention of waterborne
diseases through small group discussions and
lectures with partner community beneficiaries.
Volunteers made sure residents observed proper
sanitation through newly installed two-unit,
water-sealed comfort rooms.

SEXUALITY EDUCATION
The SPC recognizes the pressing need to inform
young people about the ABCs of sexuality so
that they can practice self-control while enjoying
their freedom. The issue becomes more urgent
with the rising incidents of teenage pregnancy.
Project SELFY (Sexuality Education with Love
For the Youth) is the answer to this need. The
main objective of the project is to correct
many misconceptions about pregnancy, thus
preventing teenage pregnancy and the spread
of sexually transmitted diseases among the
youth. It zeroed in on high school students in
public schools.
In 2017, SELFY was implemented in four
schools in Davao City and benefited second
year (Grade 8) students. It involved lectures,
pretests, posttests, and open forums where
students interact with volunteers who may be
their classmates or schoolmates. They talk
about issues confronting them that might lead
to teenage pregnancy.
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In 2011. Project HOUSE (House Open to Usher
Student's Education) was launched to
accommodate students of Patag Elementary
School in Marilog, Davao. Its main beneficiaries
were pupils living as far as seven kilometers
from the school and traveling on foot. These
students spend an hour or more crossing rivers
and climbing mountains to get a day's worth of
education, only to spend more time traveling
back to their homes. According to the school
principal, this is the main reason more IP student
were dropping out of school.
Thanks to the teachers, the Parent-Teacher
Association (PTA), and VSP, these students are
now staying in a home away from home. The
house built by the teachers, the PTA, and VSP is
convenient for its young beneficiaries since it is
within the school vicinity itself.
Today, students who live several miles away from
school only have to walk far on Monday
mornings and Friday afternoons. They are
spared the daily ordeal of crossing rivers and
climbing mountains just to reach the school.

LIVING THE PASSION: 25 VOLUNTEER STORIES
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ENVIRONMENT
Since the SPC-vSP fosters social responsibility,
the organization implemented the DOMES
(Developing Ocean's Man-made Eco-friendly
Shelters) Project. It was conducted in the coastal
area of Purok Pigasaan, Brgy. Tagbay, Brgy.
Penaplata, Island Garden City of Samal (IGaCoS)
in August 2012.
The project created man-made, dome-shaped
corals on the seabed where illegal fishing
destroyed a once rich marine life. These domes,
made of cement and washed-off broken corals
served as gravel that allows various types of
marine life like algae, sea sponges and
anemones to grow. These domes aim to increase
biodiversity in the coastal area. It also shelters
small fish and allows adult species to breed and
reproduce.

Volunteers had to leave their comfort zone and
discover many new things they did not learn in
the classroom. Volunteers had to eat humble pie
and derive a sense of fulfillment, and even find
joy in helping fellow students who are less
fortunate, but are just as persistent as they are.
The project develops the spirit of gratitude and
appreciation for little things student volunteers
often overlook-like living near their school and
having more time to do their homework.
Active community service also taught student
volunteers the value of being generous with
their time, talent, and treasure without expecting
anything in return. The college students' hectic
schedules is no reason for them to skip
volunteer work in their packed to-do lists.

REFLUSH, HOUSE, DOMES, and SELFY are but a
few of VSP's many successful projects that prove
its sincerity in serving the poor and
disadvantaged.
No wonder the organization has several awards
to its name.
In 2017, VSP bagged the Asia-Pacific Universities
Community Engagement Network (APUCEN)
International Youth Volunteer Award (Education
Category) for Project SELFY. In 2013, it was
recognized as one of Ten Accomplished Youth
Organizations (TAYO) for Project DOMES,
PNVSCA Search for Outstanding Volunteers
(SOV), and Regional Development Council XI
Most Outstanding Volunteer under the Nonprofit
Organization Category. In 2012, the organization
placed third in the Philippine Association of
Campus Student Adviser (PACSA) Mindanao
Congress Search for Outstanding Student
Organizations.
These awards are hard-won. They are the result
of crossing hills and rivers to get to school or get
potable water for drinking; participating in
creating DOMES, comfort rooms, and a
makeshift house; giving lectures; interviewing
and establishing partnerships with local
barangay offices; and doing immersion work
with people in the community.
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"Bayanihan" is alive and well. The community is
willing to do whatever it can to make the
projects succeed.
SPC-VSP's more than a hundred active members
and alumni volunteers continue to render selfless
service to the community. They continue to create
and implement innovative projects that meet the
needs of the poor and the disadvantaged beyond
the four walls of the classroom.
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The organization will continue to be an
instrument of God's love and compassion. It will
not tire serving the least, the lost, and the last,
even if it means sacrificing so much. This is its
commitment, and lasting promise to the
community it seeks to serve.

1
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never thought that what started out as a
simple hobby would become a fun, exciting
journey that led me to the path of healing.
Thanks to volunteerism, my arthritis and
hypertension are gone. I am happy sharing what
I know and have.
God answered my prayers to become His
instrument in helping others and inspiring them
to be the best of themselves. Material things do
not matter to me. What matters is infecting
others with the joy of giving to the needy.
I had been looking for ways to keep busy and
productive during my spare time as a public
school teacher. Staying at home makes me sick.
When I became the new Education Program
Supervisor (EPS) of Indigenous Peoples
Education (IPEd) for the Department of
Education (DepEd) Region XI in 2016, I initiated
various IPEd Implementation Programs for
Indigenous Peoples (IP) learners and IP elders in
the entire region.
As a regional focal person, I helped promote
cultural sensitivity and diversity, empowerment,
participation, accountability, and deeper
understanding of cultural expressions. I have
become a humble instrument in implementing
stronger affirmative action to eradicate all
forms of discrimination against IPs in the
education system.
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In observance of the National Indigenous
Peoples Month in October, I conducted the
Regional Tribal Panaghiusa Festival in Region XI,
where all Indigenous Cultural Communities
(ICCs) through IP elders and IP learners actively
participate in tribal games and showcase their
Indigenous Knowledge Systems and Practices
(IKSPs) like cultural dances and music, wine
making, bead work, tribal delicacy cooking,
textile making, weaving, and many more.
Lumads became my new family.
I volunteered for KINSABA, Inc. (Barangays
Kinablangan, San Victor, Ban-ao, and San
Antonio in Davao Oriental), a group that
encourages and helps children in far-flung
communities and natural disaster victims.
We visited other schools and communities,
especially children of war-torn Marawi. We
distributed school supplies, bags, food, and
other items at the Maria Cristina Gymnasium,
!ligan City where evacuees are temporarily
sheltered. I am grateful to my KINSABA family
led by Atty. Marley A. Gallo, whose big heart
for volunteerism is a passion to help and
inspire everyone.

Helping children in Mindanao cope with the
trauma of their loved ones and their home to
Typhoon Pablo-the strongest typhoon to ever
hit Mindanao-was another thing. I joined
calamity relief operations and medical missions
in Baganga and Cateel, Davao Oriental after
Typhoon Pablo struck last 2012.
I helped typhoon Yolanda victims in Leyte
rebuild their lives. I came up with the Pablo
Survivors Help the Yolanda Victims project
where survivors of Typhoon Pablo donated root
crops, cereals, and vegetables that were planted
in devastated parts of Leyte.
I could not have done it alone. Those students I
have helped in Malabog National High School
and Sta. Ana National High School became my
sponsors in my volunteerism activities.
My dear Facebook friends, relatives, and other
partners who are generous in sharing their
blessings are heaven-sent. My DepEd family
allows me to train teachers, field workers,
and others so that more people can do
volunteer work.
It is a win-win situation.

My volunteerism work started when I was
assigned as a teacher in Malabog National High
School, Paquibato District, Davao City in 1996.
The memories inspired me a lot. I brought
hundreds of students with me to join various
contests in the city. We rode a dump truck and
only had cereals brought by the students. My
salary had to be spent for props, costumes, and
food to sustain us.
My drive to help grew even more when I was
assigned in Sta. Ana National High School in
1998. I organized the Musical Dramatics Society
(MDS) which develops young people's creativity
and trains them to go out of their shell.
Again, I did not mind spending my own money
to pay for transportation, and props the young
theater talents need for their productions.
Seeing them transform from shy teenagers to
self-confident young people on stage is enough
reward. Seeing the group acknowledged as
2003 Ten Accomplished Youth Organizations
(TAYO) fulfills me no end.
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Volunteerism has made me whole. I feel relieved
of my frustrations and forgiven for my
shortcomings. It is my way of paying back my
debts. I have established goodwill and became
even more sensitive to the needs of others.
Above all, volunteer work has made me more
prayerful and closer to God.

Whatever I have started, whenever I would be,
whoever I would be getting along with will
always depend on my passion as a volunteer.
After all, volunteerism is my therapy. It lengthens
my life and helps me fulfill my mission. It
connects me to God and my fellow men. I am
proud to be a volunteer.

These are beautiful experiences I would also like
to share with communities and partner groups. I
make a difference. I lead myself.
I will continue inspiring the whole community to
join me in my volunteer works. I will support
national development objectives and sustainable
development goals to the best of my ability by
cooperating with DepEd.
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Unlike most young people who spend their
Saturdays hanging out in the mall or spending
time with family and friends, I chose to devote
my weekends in helping others. I am a volunteer
tutor at Ateneo de Manila University (ADMU)'s
Pathways to Higher Education (PHE) Program,
which helps less-fortunate public high school
students get the education and social skills they
need for a brighter future.
I taught English, Science, and Mathematics
at Pathways.
My journey as a volunteer for the Pathways
initiative in South Cotabato started in 2004,
when I was a freshman college scholar majoring
in Computer Science at Notre Dame of Marbel
University (NDMU). While teaching young
students, I realized how blessed I was to have a
college scholarship.
So I decided to share my blessings with other
talented students in my community.

1
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Thanks to Pathways, I was chosen to represent
my school at the Pathways Youth Conference
(PYC), a national congress of student leaders.
The event guides students in identifying
problems, which affect the youth in their area,
and urges them to think of concrete ways to
address these.
My experience at the PYC encouraged me to
do more for South Cotabato. I and four other
NDMU volunteers formed the T'nalak Youth
Group (TYG). It aims to help academically
gifted but economically distressed youth get
quality college education that will give them a
better life.
We have been given the chance to enjoy a good
college education and it is imperative that we
use what we have learned to empower others.
TYG is one way of giving thanks to Him who has
blessed us.
We held all kinds of fundraising activities to get
our projects going. We sponsored marriage
booths for couples, "harana" (serenade), and
other activities our schoolmates gladly joined.
The main Pathways office based in Ateneo de
Manila also offered small grants competition for
young leaders who can come up with creative
projects addressing the education challenges in
their respective provinces.
TYG was one of the 13 youth groups awarded
with a grant, which fellow volunteers and I used
as seed money to give tutorials to graduating
public high school students in Marbel and
nearby areas like Polomolok, Sto. Nino, Banga,
and Surallah in South Cotabato. These tutorials
prepared public school graduating students for
college entrance exams, thus giving them a
better chance at getting scholarships.

These are my ultimate rewards. The organization
has also been an excellent vehicle for me to
make friends within and outside the school.
TYG taught me how to present projects before
officers at the barangay, provincial, and national
levels. I worked with barangay, Department of
Education (DepEd), and provincial personnel.
We joined hands to create a bigger, more
effective impact on their young wards.
TYG also helped me develop interpersonal
skills. I learned how to manage time and face
challenges beyond the four walls of the university.
Ten years since its inception, TYG has helped
almost 700 students enter college, mostly as
scholars.
TYG continues to conduct tutorials in English,
Science, and Mathematics as well as a Computer
Literacy Program every Saturday for the entire
school year. Its monthly Self-Enhancement
Workshops guide senior high school students
from Polomolok, Sto. Nino, Banga, and Surallah
in South Cotabato in developing confidence and
presentation skills.
It has been eight years since I graduated from
NDMU and TYG. But I remain committed to the
group and its programs despite the demands of
postgraduate studies and other activities.
Recently, TYG gained the attention of GMA-7's
long-running noontime show Eat Bulaga,
which featured the organization and myself in
"EB Heroes," a segment that aired a tribute
documentary for ordinary individuals who do
extraordinary deeds. The show rightly believes
that its millions of loyal viewers will draw
inspiration from these every day heroes'
shining example.

Like all TYG volunteers, I do not get financial
remuneration for my services. Seeing students
smile because they understood a simple math
problem is enough for me. Hearing them say
"Thank you." for teaching them how to click a
mouse is music to my ears.
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As John Yrick Era, a TYG volunteer says,
"Without Kuya Mark and all the other volunteers
of the program, I might not overcome the
anxieties of going to college. It made me more
confident and strong, so that I could face the
academic difficulties and worries in college."
John Yrick is one of TYG's first scholars who has
since moved on to take up Accounting at NDMU.
He was a consistent dean's lister, student council
leader, and active member of various campus
groups. From a "tutee," John Yrick has become a
sought-after tutor who has assumed the position
of TYG Math Department Chairperson. He is now
an NDMU senior lecturer, the accounting head in
a hospital, and a consultant Certified Public
Accountant (CPA).
The cycle of good deeds continues.
After I helped John Yrick reach for the stars, the
latter, in turn, has become a role model for other
talented TYG public school students.
In empowering others and encouraging more
people to continue the legacy of volunteerism,
I humbly believe that simple acts can create
lasting and positive changes. It is proof positive
that random acts of kindness can create a huge
impact on many people's lives.
Whatever I achieved as EB hero, 2008 National
Outstanding Volunteer Awardee (Youth
Category) of the Philippine National Volunteer
Service Coordinating Agency (PNVSCA) and
National Economic and Development Authority
(NEDA), and the National Volunteer Movement,
Gawad Geny Lopez Bayaning Kabataan (national
finalist), nongovernmental organization (NGO)
technical consultant, and a national finalist in the
search for the Ten Outstanding Student of the
Philippines, I owe to volunteerism.
After all, not every one of us is given the chance
to die a hero, but every day, we are given the
opportunity to live as a hero.
The work never ends.
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Dr. Celestino Fernandez Desamito Jr., 77, is an
inspiration to senior citizens in SOCCSKSARGEN
because he has worked hard to make good
citizens out of young people and to protect
the environment.

"Volunteerism is a good training ground for
the younger generation for it is in this aspect
that we develop good and capable leaders
who will help in the development of the
society, " he reveals.

Retirement at age 56 has not stopped Tinoy, as
he is fondly called, from making a difference in
people's lives. He initiated the SOCCSKSARGEN
Youth Volunteerism Program supported by the
Regional Development Council (RDC) XII
through Resolution No. 91, Series of 2015 to
promote sustainable development.

SOCCSKSARGEN started off with student
leaders cum volunteers from five state
universities and colleges (SUCs) in the region.
The students immersed themselves in poor
communities before graduating from the
program. Then, they were inducted into the
SOCCSKSARGEN Youth Volunteers Green
Leaders Group in 2016.

The program helps build character, foster civic
consciousness, and promote leadership,
community service, and self-reliance among
the youth.

"We are looking forward to developing the
younger generation as primary drivers in effecting
change, " Desamito describes his brainchild.
The national volunteer awardee added that
youth volunteers must first assess the needs of
the masses, especially those in depressed areas.
This way, youth volunteers will know what to do
and what resources to tap.

Many of Desamito's Green Leaders are high
school students who serve as Bantay Kalikasan
volunteers and help the government protect
the environment by planting 20 million trees
in SOCCSKSARGEN region's critical
watersheds, including the Roxas Mountain
Range and B'lok Creek.
The program has tie-ups with Local Government
Units (LGUs), Regional Line Agencies (RLAs),
SUCs, the Boy Scouts of the Philippines (BSP)
Councils in Region XII and RDC XII.
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So effective is SOCCKSARGEN, Desamito states
that it is now a vital part of the government's
National Service Training Program, which trains
students on civic education and defense
preparedness.
Executive Director Joselito De Vera of the
Philippine National Volunteer Service
Coordinating Agency (PNVSCA) hopes
Desamito's program does not remain in
Koronadal, but is replicated elsewhere. "I am
looking forward to seeing this new generation of
volunteers sharing their part in making a better
SOCCSKSARGEN in the future," he points out.
Desamito shares his passion for molding young
minds with wife Minda, who teaches
environmental protection, solid waste
management, alternative medicine, and livelihood
skills. The couple shares time, talent, and treasure
as environmental planners and resource persons
in community planning and development.
After all, Desamito, a graduate of Veterinary
Medicine from the University of the Philippines
(UP) has many interests. He holds three master's
degrees, namely Urban and Regional Planning,
Community Development, and Tropical Risk
Management. He took up Bachelor of Laws at
the Far Eastern University and got his Diploma in
Development Management at the Asian Institute
of Management and Development Economics at
UP. He is also a Licensed Environmental Planner.
He helped create the Committee on
Environment as an Affiliate Committee of ROC
XII. The committee provides a proper forum for a
focused, integrated, and harmonized approach
and comprehensive discussion of environmental
issues. Desamito chairs the committee, with an
officer from the Department of Environment and
Natural Resources (DENR) XII as co-chair.
Desamito does not rest on his laurels. He is
pursuing a Doctor of Philosophy degree in
Extension Education. His ongoing project involves
Innovative Technology in Organic Vertical Urban
Gardening of Red Cultivar Ipomea Batatas using
recycled sacks at the University of Southern
Mindanao in Kabacan, Cotabato Province.
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Desamito is part of various committees, such as
the City Development Council of Koronadal City;
Provincial Development Council of South
Cotabato; ROC XII; Regional Land Use
Committee XII ; BSP Executive Board in South
Cotabato, National and International Leader
Trainer World Organization for Boy Scout
Movement, South Cotabato Integrity Circle
(partnerships for integrity and jobs), Agency
Regional Ecology Center, Region XII Green
Leadership Movement, among others.
His burning desire to serve and not to count the
cost has given Desamito a harvest awards. The
Professional Regulatory Commission (PRC)
named him 2016 Outstanding Professional of
the Year in the field of environmental planning.
He is the BSP's 2016 Philippine Scouting
Centenary awardee.
He was proclaimed 2009 National Outstanding
Volunteer Awardee (NOVA) by PNVSCA, and
was one of 1973's Ten Outstanding Young Men
(TOYM) in community development.
Desamito's other recognitions are Most
Outstanding Veterinarian in Rural Practice
(1988); Most Outstanding Alumnus in UP School
of Urban and Regional Planning (1983); Most
Distinguished UP Alumnus in Community
Development (1981); three-time recipient of the
Armed Forces of the Philippines (AFP)
Distinguished Service Star; BSP's Bronze
Tamaraw International Award ; UP Vanguard
Oblation Awardee and the Department of
National Defense's (DND) Home Defense
Awardee for Exemplary accomplishment in
Home Defense Program (1977).
The House of Representatives gave him a
commendation on rural development in 2011. He
exchanged ideas with fellow grantees from all
over the world as part of Rotary Club's
International Exchange Program to Florida.
Desamito's expertise on various topics has made
him an in-demand speaker in various conventions.
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He was tapped as plenary speaker on
"Interdisciplinary Bridges to One Health" during
the 84th Philippine Veterinary Medicine
Association Scientific Conference and Annual
Convention in Baguio City. He presented a paper
on "Policy, Politics and Planning: The Realities in
SOCCSKSARGEN from the Lens of an Urban and
Regional Planners" at the 25th National
Convention of the Philippine Institute of
Environmental Planners in November 2016 at
Dusit Hotel, Manila. Desamito served as keynote
speaker in a seminar on "Urban and Rural
Planning: Concepts, Processes, and Practice" last
March in Koronadal City.
Desamito's research paper for his Master's
Degree in Tropical Risk Management, "Towards a
Resilient Koronadal - Tantangan Landscape:
Following the Waters of B'lok and Sarcon
Creeks" is helping his beloved city.

Desamito is living proof that age is no barrier to
making the world a better place to live. Senior
citizens-and young people-must take their cue
from him.
They can also derive inspiration from
Desamito's favorite lines from St. Ignatius de
Loyola's prayer: "To give and not to count the
cost, to fight and not to heed the wounds to
toil and not to seek for rest, to labor and not to
ask for reward."
In making the prayer his guiding light, Desamito
has become the volunteer everyone wants to
seek out-be it in his native Koronadal City, or
elsewhere in the Philippines.

His doctoral program dissertation paper, "State
of Development, Challenges and Opportunities
in the Protected Areas at the Allah Valley
Landscape" is just as crucial to regional growth.
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When I joined Jesuit Volunteers Philippines
(JVP) in 1982 as a parish school teacher in
far-flung village in Bukidnon, I thought I was not
signing up for a mainstream volunteer
organization, but a lay community of young
people with vows of simplicity, service, and
"subversion. "
I was not aware of similar domestic volunteer
institutions that operate like the JVP. I had little
knowledge about what Red Cross, Peace Corps,
and other volunteers of international groups do.

The forum was another "eureka moment" for
me. I came to know that JVP was not the only
planet in the Philippine volunteer system and
that these volunteer groups also use various
ways and means of volunteering in the country.
I met Virginia "Gigi" Davide, then director of the
Philippine National Volunteer Service
Coordinating Agency (PNVSCA). That was in
1988, when I was in my fifth year as JVP
Coordinator, which I still considered the
extension of my missionary service, this time
directly for the Jesuits. We were promoting
lgnatian spirituality among JVP's lay partners.

As a Jesuit volunteer, I felt more like a
"missionary" living out the Christian social
teachings of helping others and heeding my
alma mater-Ateneo de Manila University
(ADMU) 's call to become a person for others
when we "go down the hill. "

Up until then , I never heard of PNVSCA.
" Volunteer management" was not yet in my
vocabulary, and I thought "managers" were
exclusive to the corporate world.

In 1987, JVP founding director Fr. William H.
Kreutz SJ and I were invited to the Asian NGO
Workshop on Development Volunteer Program
and Volunteer Training hosted by the Thai
Volunteer Service in Bangkok, Thailand. Only then
did I find out that the volunteer sector is not a
small world that only caters to a few select
mission-oriented individuals.

But the day came when being an accidental
volunteer manager and nurturing volunteers
through gut feel became a case study in a
business school. This pushed me to go back to
school and take up a master's degree in
Development Management at the Asian Institute
of Management. This gave me more confidence
in making volunteerism a way of life.

I realized volunteering takes many forms and
assumes different names. The common
denominator is service to others without
counting the cost.

Besides that, encounter with Gigi opened my
eyes JVP's work and noble goals.

In 1988, with funding from MISEREOR Germany,
which fights poverty in Asia, Africa, and Latin
America, I replicated the Bangkok volunteer
manager experience by hosting the first
Philippine NGO Convention on Development
Volunteers in Cebu City. I wanted to acquaint
myself with volunteer groups in the country and
reach out to them. Without any published
directory of volunteer organizations as
reference, JVP sent out the invites in public
through a paid ad in a major newspaper.

I got to know how our government plays a role in
making volunteerism a pillar of nation-building.
I was exposed to the efforts of the government to
boost volunteer service in the country-from the
Volunteer Law of 2007 (I participated in its
drafting) to the simple yet significant
coordination with local and international
organizations operating in the Philippines.
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Gigi and I would exchange gifts every Christmas
to commemorate our meet-up and celebrate our
life-long friendship in the volunteer community.
Our friendship also taught me many things
about volunteering.
Since then, it has become my personal advocacy
to regularly meet and get-to-know JVP's
long-lost family members in the country's
voluntary sector. It also resulted in JVP slowly
showing more its nonsectarian self to be in
solidarity with volunteer groups other than
those in the "faith-based" sector. This gave birth
to the JVP Foundation, Inc. of which I was the
first President and Executive Director.
Networking among heads of volunteer
organizations led to the formation of the
Philippine Association for Volunteer Effort
(PAVE) in 1993. It is modeled after the
International Association for Volunteer Effort
(lAVE) based in New York, USA. I was PAVE's
first Chief Operating Officer (COO) before I got
elected as President then Chairman of the
Board. At present, I am a member of PAVE's
Council of Advisers.
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PAVE'S annual conference of "volunteer
managers" and volunteer-sending institutions
advocated "volunteerism as a way of life" to
sustain volunteer service for social development.
We, PAVE officers, went to different provinces to
conduct trainings and seminars on various topics
about volunteering. We also wanted to
professionalize volunteer management.
Meanwhile, the International Year of Volunteers
(IYV) in 2001 gave birth to another volunteer
network mostly made of unregistered
school-based, provincial and emergent
volunteer organizations. One of them is the
Volunteer Organizations Information
Coordination and Exchange (VOICE), Inc.
founded by Dr. Grace Aguiling-Dalisay, former
System Director of the Ugnayan ng Pahinungod
Volunteer Corps of the University of the
Philippines with the support of Voluntary
Service Organization (VSO) London, UK.
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VOICE's "Linking Volunteers" flagship program is
its biennial National Volunteer Summit held in
various venues in Luzon, Visayas, and Mindanao.
Its main office was moved from Quezon City to
Cagayan de Oro City. I am still one of its trustees
and the first and current treasurer. I served as its
President for a couple of fiscal years.
My attendance in several lAVE regional
(Asia-Pacific) and world volunteer
conferences-capped by my exposure to the
VSO-sponsored Volunteering Study Tour in
Ottawa, Canada in 2005-strengthened my
resolve to unite and synergize volunteer efforts
in the Philippines so that we, volunteers can
create a maximum impact on national
development.
I want volunteerism to become a valuable,
recognized pillar of nation-building. I want to
have a national civil society voice serving as
convener and catalyst for the volunteer sector in
the Philippines. I want a written roadmap on
volunteering for development in the Philippines.
The registration of the Philippine Coalition in
Volunteerism (PhiiCV), Inc. in 2014 was a dream
come true for me. Convened by the Association
of Foundations (AF) through its Executive
Director Oman Jiao (my successor in JVP
Foundation as Executive Director) with funding
from Australian Aid, PhiiCV has a prestigious
lineup of initiators.
These are PAVE, VOICE, JVP (I am part of these
three institutions), Kaisa para sa Kaunlaran,
Associate Missionaries of the Assumption, VSO
Philippines, Miriam College, Institutional Network
for Social Action (INSA) and PhiiAm Foundation.
As of this writing, I am one of PhiiCV's Trustees
and founding President.

In a few months, I shall be retiring as Director of
Residence Halls in the Ateneo de Manila
University. I am most grateful to Ateneo for
allowing me to do volunteer service despite my
full-time employment. Moreover, I am happy the
University has allowed volunteerism to flourish
on campus through the Ateneo Disaster
Response and Management (DREAM) Team of
which I am a core member.
Responding to natural calamities like Ondoy,
Yolanda, and Sendong, the DREAM Team would
always assign me the volunteer management
work of recruiting, orienting, deploying, and
supporting volunteers mostly from among
resident students in the dormitories of which I
am Director.
Looking back, my volunteer journey seems to
have started as a just-do-it exercise because
literature on volunteerism was not yet available
back then.
Now that I am not as able-bodied as when I first
joined the JVP 35 years ago, my volunteer
engagement is more on "theory," not in
"physical practice" any longer.
Age has taken its toll. Over time, I have come to
look at volunteering as "privileged" public
service as opposed to the "mandated" public
service of politicians.
I need not hold any kind of public office to work
for the common good. All I need is to respond to
a missionary call that I did not know will one day
become a commitment to development
volunteering for nation-building.
I am grateful for this privilege to serve through
volunteering.

PhiiCV is committed to align its programs with
the government's development plan and closely
coordinates with PNVSCA now headed by a new
friend, Director Joselito de Vera. I have been
present in recent hearings on volunteering issues
called by the Committee on People's
Participation in the House of Representatives.
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It all began when I was 15 and a third year
high school student at Chiang Kai Shek (CKS)
College in Manila. I decided to join the Boy
Scouts of the Philippines (BSP) as troop scribe
in a newly formed force made of children my
age in the community.
I learned the basics of leadership beyond the
four corners of the classroom and the essence of
service through my involvement in various scout
community projects. A year after (1982), BSP
tapped me and seven other scouts as the
country's representatives to the lOth Taiwan
Provincial Jamboree.
Life has never been the same since. Scouting
became part of my life, of whom I am, and who I
will forever be.
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After high school graduation, I continued
serving as assistant leader of the scout troops.
I took basic to advanced wood badge training
to meet the expectations of my younger
brothers in scouting. A few months before I
turned 19, I became the youngest recipient of
the Scout Wood Badge (two beads), a token
recognized by scout leaders the world over as
a sign that I am qualified to lead scouts and
scout troops.
As scout leader, I made it my number one
mission to instill the value of service in my
scouts. Yes, mastering life skills and scout crafts
is essential. But that is not enough. I believe
scouts should look beyond themselves and serve
a higher purpose-making life a little better for
others, especially the needy.
Our outreach programs helped the community,
especially areas surrounding CKS College.
Beautification projects, youth livelihood
learning programs, formation of community
and barangay-based scout troops, mentoring
and peer teaching for public school students
by the scouts, among many others, became
part of our routine.
Scouting broadened my view of the world and
gave me the discipline to study hard, get good
grades, pass the Certified Public Accountant
(CPA) board exam, and earn a Master of
Business Administration (MBA) degree.
The work complemented my job as teacher,
and later, CSK College Assistant Dean for
Student Affairs, which gave me the privilege
of talking to young people and helping shape
tomorrow's leaders.
CSK College was my comfort zone. But I heeded
a higher calling to leave my familiar surroundings,
to grow and conquer other worlds. I took
courses for leader trainers to teach adult scouts
the true essence of the movement.
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The BSP named me Assistant Leader Trainer in
2003 to help develop more leaders in scouting
and tap volunteer teachers to handle courses
for adults in Manila, Southern Luzon, Cebu,
and even Mongolia during the program's initial
stages. As scout leader, I made it a point to
teach young people to give their best and aim
for excellence. My efforts paid off.

One hundred sixty seven of my scout trainees
were elevated to the highest rank of Eagle
Scout. Getting accepted into this elite group is
tantamount to going through the proverbial eye
of a needle. A scout must have at least 21 merit
badges. He must show the Scout Spirit, an
attitude borne of the Scout Oath and law,
service, and leadership.

From 1995 to 2016, 29 scouts I trained
emerged winners in the nationwide search for
the Ten Outstanding Boy Scouts of the
Philippines. Over the years, most of them
served as scout volunteers during their free
time as doctors, engineers, businessmen, and
successful professionals.

I am equally proud to have trained Sam
Christian Lee, who received the 2005
President's Gawad sa Kalayaan sa Kabataan
award during the celebration of Philippine
Independence Day on June 12.
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Scouts need not limit their view of the world to
their own country. They need to be exposed to
other cultures, other world views. So I helped
organize camps and jamborees around the
world from 1985 to 2005.
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In 2001, I led the Boy Scout team that won the
rafting competition in Hong Kong, and the Best
Kite Functionality contest in 2003 in Kowloon.
That same year, I served as camp assistant
during the Youth Program International Camp,
where the Philippines hosted scouts from 100
countries around the world and brought
international communities closer together.
Between 2004 and 2005, I helped organize the
Global Development Jamboree, which gathered
10,000 scouts all over the Philippines. Around
8,000 scouts joined other camps I organized
from 1985 to 2005. I expanded the Boy Scouts'
work in the field of community service by
getting them as volunteers in relief operations,
firefighting efforts and others.

In 1994, I helped bring the Boy Scouts to
South Korea where they joined the Winter
Camp and promoted international goodwill.
I initiated the International Cultural Exchange
Program for visiting South Korean scouts in 1995.
The Philippines hosted 50 South Korean scouts.
In the local scene, I organized sports festivals
for Boy Scouts, which gathered around 1,000
scouts from 1997 to 1998.
In 2000, I helped put up the Pan Asia
International Friendship project, which built
bridges between the Philippines and other boy
scouts in various countries. The Philippines
played host to scouts from South Korea, Taiwan,
and Hong Kong.
I also organized the Pathfinding Skills and
Camaraderie camp in Mt. Makiling, Los Banos,
Laguna, where 4,000 scouts gathered in
December 2004.
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In 2012, I learned the Brazilian jiujitsu form of
martial arts and combat system and joined the
Kamphuis Fabricio International Team, which I am
still part of as a blue belter.
Through the years, I developed not only a love
for Brazilian jiujitsu, but a passion for sharing
the sport with the younger generation. My
50-year-old self found a higher purpose in
helping raise a generation of jiujitsu athletes.
I find joy in sharing what I know to help
produce healthier young people who consider
fitness and the discipline of sports not just a
passing fancy, but a lifestyle.
Being one of the awardees for the Search for
Outstanding Volunteers (SOV) of the Philippine
National Volunteer Service Coordinating Agency
(PNVSCA) in 2004 serves not only as a
recognition of my work for the past 22 years.
More importantly, it is a perpetual reminder to
continue taking care of others.
This is why I am here. This is why I continue
going the extra mile in the name of service.
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Maraming salamat po!

PUN-LAD (PUNO PARA SA
PAG-UNLAD)
By: John Harold D. DelaRosa
The poster depicts the volunteerism activity
of the Mount 387 community located at
barangay Puncan, Carranglan, Nueva Ecija.
'Kalinga sa Kalikasan ng Puncan,' headed by
Roy Manuzon, is an organization founded on
the community's initiative to protect and
preserve the mountain's natural resources.
Their main advocacy, '1 hiker, 1 tree'
encourages every mountaineer to plant one
tree as they hike up. By planting seedlings,
hikers were not only able to contribute in
preserving the mountain, but were also
imparted with values on environmental
protection. These small acts, when added
together, makes a huge impact on our battle
against climate change.
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